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iflTA FE GETS
STATE CONVENTION

CHINA

Acasio Gallegos Tenders Res- Missouri, Too, Reports In- Its People at Each Other's Who Can Blame Cuba and Ccllisicn of Hamburg Liner Tang Shan Yi and Wu Ting Republican Hosts Will Meet
creased Number of Cases
South America for Having
Cleveland With Cruiser
Throats Over Home
Here Three Days Before
ignation, but Successor
Getting Closer Once
This Month
Revolutions ?
Rule
Not Named
More
Colorado
Legislature

CORPGeUCOHISSlOB

SAS CITY BREAKS RECORD

DIRE

APPREHENSION IS FELT WHAT HAVEPtULSPPiriES GOST? CAPTAIN COCKS

The Members and Clerk Will State Soldiers' Home at Atchi- Winston Spencer Churhill Per- Ways and Means Committee
son Closed Because of
sists in Holding Meeting
Visit Western Capitals to
ports Iniquitous Steel
Revision.
at Belfast.
Post Themselves.
Epidemic.
A reception in honor of Governor (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Kansas City, Jan. 25. Light cases
W. C. McDonald will be given by the
of
spinal meningitis have been handin
Commercial Club of Las Vegas,
led at the general hospital here since
the quarters of the club in the Dun1. This record has not been
can opera house.
A committee on January
that equalled since the spring of l!)0o, when
has laid

plans
arrangements
will make the reception to the first
state executive "the grandest ever
held in the Meadow City." The program will include dancing in the
opera house.
The date for the function was left
open for the convenience of the governor who this morning selected Feb-

ruary

By Sped it Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, Jan. 25. The determination

of Winston Spencer Churchill,
first
Lord of the Admiralty, not to change
bis decision to hold the meeting in
favor of home rule, at which he and
John E. Redmond, leader of the Irish
Nationalists, are to speak at Belfast
on February S. has caused the deepest apprehension among moderate
Unionists regarding the consequences
of the Ulsterman's decision to prevent
it at all costs.
The English Unionist press is urging Mr. Churchill to cancel his visit,
pointing out. that a fight between the
two parties on the day of the demonstration in Belfast will put an end to
the trouble.
Churchill Given Hint to Stay Away.
The
25.
Jan.
Belfast,
Ireland,
Unionists opposing Winston Spencer
Churchill's appearance at Belfast on
February 8 on behalf of home rule
have found a staunch ally in the
Belfast harbor board, who has practically notified the first Lord of the
Admiralty that, in its opinion, he had
better keep away from the capital of
Ulster.
to
the
Mr. Churchill announced
commissioners of Belfast harbor yesterday that he desired to visit the
harbor and docks on February 9, the
home rule
day after the proposed
meeting.
At a special meeting held by the
harbor board today, the commissioners drew up a reply that February 9
would not. be a convenient date for
him to inspect the harbor and docks.
The Liberal Association applied today
tn the corporation of the city for the
use of Ulster hall on the morning of
February 8, the day on which the
home rule demonstration is to occur.
The object of the application is apparently to enable the Nationalists to
take necessary steps in order to clear
the hall should the Unionists, who
have engaged it for the preceding
evening, attempt to remain in possession.
The corporation discussed the mat- tei at considerable length but adjourned without giving a decision.

the same number of patients were received. Five persons who have the
disease are being treated there now
In 1003, not a single patient recovered.
Invades Kansas.
Atchison, Kans., Jan. 25. Edmund
Hastings, 17 years old, died here last
night of spinal meningitis following
an illness of four days. It was announced today that visitors would be
barred from the Kansas state soldiers
home here until the meningitis scare
is over.
Epidemic in Missouri.'
Springfield, Mo., Jan. 25. Three
cases of meningitis of the epidemic
type have been found here. Two
school boys suffering with the disease
have been watched for several days
and a third victim was quarantined
today.

9.

In an interview today Governor McDonald said that no resignations had
as yet been acted upon and that appointments would be made only after
Acasio Gallecareful consideration.
gos, assistant superintendent of public instruction,- asked that a date be
set for his resignation, but he has not
been notified. A change will be made,
however, after consultation with Al- van X. White, head of the department,
the governor said this morning. Mr.
White is absent in Silver City.
Notary Public Appointed.
A commission as notary public was
issued this morning to Jose Lucas
Martinez, Alcalde, Rio Arriba county.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sum of money was received in the office of the state treasurer, O. X. Marron yesterday. Thomas
P. Gable, game and fish warden, on
account of game
protection fund
.

MANY BOOK

Further Inquiry Into Subject of

Mar-

gins as These Control Price
of Meat.

(By Special Leased Wire t New Mexican
Chicago, 111., Jan. 25. Further inquiry into the subject of margins as
they related to the selling price of
fiesh meats was made at the packers' trial today by special counsel
Pierce Butler cn behalf of the government.
When Steiner G. Langher, former
margin clerk for the Hammond plant
o the Xational Packing Company, resumed the witness stand, he identified
six books of the corporation containing the weekly summaries of the margins and average selling prices be.
tween April, 1907, and September,

1167.75.
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of
Honolulu, .Ian. 2.1. Inspection
the United S'ates cruiser Colorado.
Senate.
In session 2 p. m.
V which was damaged in a collision
with the Hamburg-AmericaHouse.
Met at noon.
liner Cleveland, at present on ;t tour
around the world, showed that her
Iron and steel tariff revision
bill was reported by the Ways Njport. propeller was damaged to such
and Means committee.
Van extern that site would be until to
The resolution by Represen- V participate in the maneuvers until re
tative Cox of Ohio, requesting
paired. Any attempt to carry a head
of steam would result in damage to
the President to report on the
the port engines.
entire cost of the Philippine
Rear Admiral Thomas
occupation was passed.
today or
do ml an inquiry.
affairs
committee
Foreign
The collision occurred while the
began hearings cm Rainey resoCleveland was being brought into the
lution to investigate the Panaharbor.
Pilot Sanders of the Cleve-- t
ma revolution.
land dropped dead on the bridge.
Delegation from Great Lakes
Pilot Died on Bridge.
cities before Merchant Marine M
New York, Jan. 21. The following
committee, urged repeal of the
V cablegram from Honolulu concerning
motor boat law.
the collision between the liner Cleve- land and the Cnited States cruiser
American Interests Made the Trouble, Colorado was received at the HumAmerican line offices today:
Washington. D. C, Jan. 21. Ameri-lburc
can interests, witn tne
ruiser Lotornco, lying opposite
Knowledge
of the state depart-- j piers, touched slightly by Cleveland
and
of when docking. No damage done. Pil- nient "fomented" the revolution
in ct expired on bridge. Captain
1!H):: in Colombia, which resulted
the independence of Panama, accord- - wolf concluded docking safely alone.'
Henry T.i
ing - to Representative
Rainey, of Illinois, before the House H. U. MUDGE DENIES
IDLE RAILROAD RUMOR.
foreign affairs committee today. J oe
Mr.
committee began hearings on
Raiiiey's resolution for an inquiry in- Rock Island Has No Idea of Gobbling
to the faking of the Panama canal
Up One Half of D. & R. G.,
He Says.
strip by the United States.
I propose to show in this hearing
that the declaration of independence (By Special Leqsrd vrrpi to rCw M"xTran)
of Panama was prepared in New York
Chicago, .Ton. 21. II. U. Mudge,
in ihe office of William Nelson Crom- president of the nock Island system,
well, and that November 3, 1!)0", was last, night, denied a rumor that, the
the date agreed on for the beginning management of the road was planning
of the revolution iu Colombia," said to acquire an interest in the Denver
Mr. Rainey.
and Rio Grande and Western Pacific
The committee adjourned until next lines.
week without acting.
"Any such change in ownership?"
Democrats Want to Destroy Steel
said Mr. Mudge, "would be for the
Industry.
purpose of primarily obtaining a traf- AVashington. D. C, Jan. 25. The fie alliance and we hava that already.
Democratic iron a";l steel tariff
Besides, we have an even larger
bill was favorably reported to j fic. interchange with the llarriman
the House today by Chairman Under- - im,S( connecting with them at El
wood of the Ways and Means Com-- pas0."
mittee. The Republican members or
the committee were given the right
The comto file an adverse report.
VOTES
mittee had adopted the bill by a strict
vote.
party
"A survey of the iron and steel inARE WANTED
dustry," says the majority report
filed with the bill, "shows convincingly that it has reached a position of
such strength and independence that
the industry does not need the help- Prohibitionists Will Attempt
to Take That Many from
ing hand of the government in order
to stand in competition with foreign
Old Parties
countries.
"The committee feels warranted in
recommending that the duties be
CIRCULATED
placed upon a distinctly revenue ba- PLEDGE IS
(By Special Leased Wire tn New Mexican)
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Sun Yat Sen Sends (important Bearing on Senator
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Special Agent Arrives.
Keran special agent for the
general land office, arrived in Santa
Fe last evening for service in the office here. He has been detached
from the general land office at Denver.
Homestead Entries.
The following homestead entries
were recorded in the ioeal land office
;
yesterday: Clem Shaffer, Mountain-airJoseph T. Harton, Albuquerque;
Jose Garcia, Pintada: Virginio Quin-tan- lfllO.
Many of these entries were read
Rowe; Charles W. Ormsby,
counsel
into the record by special
Butler. The figures showed the ship
School Fund Custodians.
The following filed their bonds as ments, margins and average cost oft
custodians of the county school funds the beef forwarded from the plants j
for their respective counties yester- of the Xational Packing Company at
Bernalillo, Chicago, Omaha, Kansas City and St.) BRYAN AND
day: Julius Seligman,
Chris Jcseph, Mo., to eastern markets.
$10,0000;
Sandoval
county,
The jury made a personal inspecRaithel, Deming, Lima county, $22,
000; N. Mandel, Albuquerque, Berna- tion of these hooks after they had
FOLK
lillo county, $20,000; John F. Taylor, been put in evidence.
Records.
$15,000.
Burned
the
county,
Clovis, Curry
Given a Scholarship.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 25. The witness
Fe, described the details of preparing Former So Absorbed in ConAmbrosio Martinez, of Santa
was yesterday appointed to a scholar the margin summaries and said copies
ference That He Misses
ship at the Xormal University at l.as were sent each week, to L. B. Patteron
the
was
J.
J.
The
Risch,
appointment
son, vice president, and
His Train
Vegas.
of Higinia Martinez head of the beef shipping department
recommendation
mema
of Velarde, Rio Arriba county,
of the Xational Packing Company. Atber of the last territorial legislature. torney Butler clashed with Attorney THEN HAS TROUSERS PRESSED
The expense allowance for each stud- Borders several times during the ex
sis."
ent so appointed is $200.
The report declares that the rates
amination of the witness, and Jadge
warned the counsel to re- Those Who Sought an Interview should be made low enough to per- - New Feature of Campaign by
Immigration Inspector Appointed.
Carpenter
Charles L. Pierce of Laredo, Texas, frain from personalities.
from im- mit potential competition
Drys Exploited by National
Peerless
See
Not
the
Could
and
of
to
has been appointed an immigration
natural
sake
for
the
referred
Butler
ports
Attorney
Once,
Headquarters
county,
Leader.
a statement that the original margin
inspector at Tucumcari, QuayDel
proper regulation of domestic prices
Rio,
and Montague L. Reed of
"It is believed fliat
and concludesMorris & Co., had been
for
sheets
Texas, at Tucson, Arizona. Charles
burned and this brought Borders to (By Special Leased Wire to New Mex'canl the rates provided for in this bill are
chi(;ag0) nl Jan 25...Thl.0(J mi).
TI Clark of Pima. Arizona, has been his feet with an objection.
.
.o., Jan. 23. William competitive and if enacted would ef- St. Louis,
ln
,he shibboleth
in
the
clerkship
a
to
$1,000
absorbed
so
became
to
appointed
a
the
one
substantial
feet
peo
and
Bryan
economy
for
called
the
We
Jennings
of
sheets,
whoso cam- the
Prohibition
Washparty,
at
of
Joagriculture
department
of your employes testified they had in his talk with Former Governor
ple greatly disproportionated in its pt.ign is being directed from the naC.
D.
ington,
been burned," remarked Attorney But- - seph W. Folk, aspirant for the Demo- advantages to the sma.. apparent loss tional headquarters here.
To
this
Corporation Commission Active. de- !er.
cratic Presidential nomination, that of revenue."
end, Prohibitionists in each state are
is
commission
State corporation
He
"We called for the sheets, and one he missed his train here today.
pledging themselves to attempt to
Republicans Are Sensible.
termined to make a right start, to
about
Washington, D. C, Jan. 25. Later gain a certain number of votes.
through with this case." shouted At- would not talk for publication
of
other
the
experience
profit by
Democratic politics but registered a in the day the seven
One of the new features of the ProRepublican
as torney Borders.
states, to post themselves as fully
the Roosevelt boom.
members of the committee filed their hibition campaign this year will be a
protest
against
to
the
possible before recommending
"The third term objection is a vital report. It declared that the steel "pairing agreement."
CAMPAIGN
tc
It. is a printed pledge to vote the
legislature necessary legislation in
schedule should not be revised withIS ON IN AUSTRIA. one," said Mr. Bryan.
carry out the intent of the clause
"It applies regardless of party. I do out a report from the tariff board and Prohibition ticket and an equal numthe
created
which
the constituion
to not believe any president should have I that the bill was framed without hear ber of spaces is left on the two sides
consultation Suggestion Is made that Italy Cede
After
commission.
a third term."
African
Her
East
ings and was in no way justified "by of the slip for the signatures of DemTurkey
each other, the members and
Each slip,
Mr. Bryan found out he had the full hearing three years ago be- ocrats and Republicans.
When
Possessions.
the Prohibition
clerk decided to visit the capitals of
when turned into
missed his train, he went to a tailor- fore the committee."
most
been
have
those states which
The minority assailed the idea that headquarters, must carry an equal
CBv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ing shop and removed his trousers for
successful end progressive in their
Vienna, Jan. 25. The action of an pressing. He sat trouserless while a the schedule relates almost exclusive- number of signatures from voters of
These jour- Italian warship in stopping the Aus.control of corporations.
Those who ly to goods manufactured by the opposite parties.
the iron.
must trian Lloyd liner Bregenz has given tailor plied
In Pennsylvania where the pledge
told Mr. United States Steel corporation.
were
an
interview
;neys, the members and clerk
sought
cammake at their own expense, or at fresh Impetus to the
"It is well known," says the re- now is being circulated, the signers
Bryan had PRESSING business.
port, "that this corporation can pro- are being given assurance that unleast uritil the legislature
paign here. The Press continues to
duce iron and steel articles more less 100,000 signatures are obtained
them. Chairman Hugh H. Williams makes emphatic protests regarding the MANY KILLED BY
cheaply than any other of the num- the agreement shall be null and void.
incident, also the owners of the Bregaccompanied by Clerk George W.
TERRIFIC EXPLOSION. erous
will shortly leave for Topeka, enz have stated that they consider
independent companies, but it
Oklahodoes
not
City,
Oklahoma
no
matter
of
and
produce even fifty per cent ABE ATTELL SUSPENDED
the
importance.
Kansas,
in Turkestan Blows
to
of the iron and steel products of the
The suggestion is made here that Powder Magazine
FROM BOXING GAME.
ma; Member M. S. Groves will go
Up, and Hundreds of Houses.
country."
possesAustin, Texas; and Memvier ueorge Italy cede her East African
Are Destroyed.
What Have Philippines Cost?
Sta'e Athletic Commission Finds He
H. Van fctone will visit Des Moines, sions to Turuey as compensation for CBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexean)
D. C, Jan. 25. The
Wisconsin.
Some
Washington,
loss
of
the
and
Faked and Stalled in a
Madison,
Tripoli.
significance
Iowa,
Kuldja, Chinese Turkestan, Jan. 2a. House
today adopted unanimously a
is attached to the fact that this sugRecent Bout.
Motor Car Driver Lost,
A large number of people were killresolution introduced by Representa
A letter received this morning in gestion is forthcoming just at the ed today and several hundred houses
Leased
Wire to New Mexican!
Special
tive Cox of Ohio, requestioning the (By
New York, Jan. 25. Aoe Attell,
the office of Captain Fred Fornoff of time of the visit to Rome of Von
by a terrific explosion at President to submit a complete statedestroyed
the German foreign the powder magazine in the olcTtity
champion, was suspendthe mounted police, asked assistance
ment of the cost of the occupation of featherweight
ed from boxing in New York state lor
Newof Suidun, which lies to the north
in the finding of W. C. Robertson, a secretary.
the
Philippines.
a period of six months bv the State
of New Kuldja.
motor car driver, who disappeared
"We have never had any figures
Athletic Commission this afternoon,
from Chicago last June. He is de- GUINEA PIG FOUND IN
anywhere near approaching the total which found him
RUINS OF EQUITABLE.
scribed as being about 39 years old,
guilty of "faking"
division of
cost," said Mr. Cox.
in
and
his recent bout
of sandy complexion ana with a very
"stalling"
u.
p. is abolished.
Interstate Corporation Commission. with "Knockout" Brown.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
high forehead. The letter is signed
inAn
25.
New York, Jan. 25. A little guinea
D.
C.,'
Jan.
Washington,
Attell Claims He Was Doped.
by relatives.
pig that had lived Bixteen days with- Cheyenne to Be Headquarters for Wy- terstate corporation commission was
New
York, Jen. 25. The commisMounted Police Gathered Evidence. out food or water, was taken from
in
as
500
Well
Miles
as
bill
introduced today
oming
proposed in a
sion suspended "Jimmy" Goodman,
At the recent term of the district its wire cage in the ruins of the
State.
Adjoining
(Republi
Morgan
by
Representative
court at Estancia held by Judge E. L. Equitable building today. The animal (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) can) of Oklahoma. The bill would Attell's second, and announced that it
Medler, the night rider cases from which was to have been used for ex
Ogden, Utah, Jan. 25. The Utah give the commission. authority to fixwoul1 investigate the National Sport- Mountainair were brought to trial and perimenting purposes, was found by division of the Union Pacific railroau maximum prices and regulate tne ing Club of America, where the bout
a jury, found the following guilty of a chemist attached to the medical de- has been abolished, and the 500 miles business methods of corporations en- was held.
Josiah partment, when he visited the ruins of road from Ogden to Cheyenne, are
assault with intent to kill:
Attell, now in the West had testigaged in interstate trade.
VerkinB, Charles Noble, George, Dunn of his laboratory. It greeted its res to be known as the Wyoming division, President Had Right to Send Troops. fied before the commission that he
and Charles Griffin. The crime of cuer with squeals of delight. It is with William Jeffers as superintendWashington, D. C, Jan. 25. Secre- fought to the best of his ability, and
which the defendants were found probable that the little survivor will ent, with headquarters in Cheyenne. tary Knox, in response to the Senate believed he had been "doped" by the
never be subjected to another experi-"W- A bulletin to this effect was issued
injection of too much cocaine into
his hand by the club's physician.
will burn you before .we are
Continued 'on Page Four.
(Continued on Page Four.)
C. ft.
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READ INTO RECORD.
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Peking, Jan. 21. The imperial gov- has decided, apparently, not
take the initiative of seeking a
battle with the revolutionary forces.
The imperial generals have been ordered to await the advance of the Republican troops, hut. military preparations are proceeding actively through
the northern part of China. Premier
in
favor
Yuan Shi Kai, continues
with the court. He was created a
marquis today and was notified of
'lie honor by Prince Chun.
Still Hope for Peace.
Shanghai, Jan. 25. It is expected
here in Republican circles that an
Imperial edict announcing the Abdication of the throne, will be issued
Ihe armistice between the imexpires
perialists and Republicans
which, as now arranged, will lie on
January 2y at S o'clock in the morn-

!

tile cetniiMf

j

,:js y;,,ln(,,,

j

ing.

Shortly after that dite, it is believii meeting
will be arranged be
tween President Sun Yat Sen and
Yuan Shi Kai at which details will
lie drafted for the establishment of
n
kind of coalition government controlling in the north and the south.
Tang Shao Yi. who is still acting
as Yuan Shi Kai's representative
here ant! Dr. Y'u Ting Fang, the
.Minister of Justice, express-et- i
themselves this aiternoon as exIt is understood
tremely hopeful.
that the negotiators who are emleav-into bring about an understanding
between Peking end Nanking have
succeeded in clearing the atmosphere
of the
"misunderstandings" which
have hitherto existed. Whether an
eventual agreement between the two
parties will be reached cannot be
foreseen.
President Sun Yat. Sen today sent a
dispatch to Premier Yuan Shi Kai at
Peking through Tang Shao Yi. The
telegram is said to have expressed
the willingness
of the Republican
leaders to place the fullest confidence
in Premier Yuan Shi Kai's pledges.
Rebels Turn Down Loan.
Peking, Jan. 25. A responsible foreign financier has offered China a
large loan for the purpose, in the first
place, of paying off the overdue loan
cottiions, the balance remaining to be
divided equally between the imperial
government and the revolutionaries,
both sides to accept full liability for
the advance.
The imperial government agreed to
accept the offer, which was then submitted to the revolutionary leaders,
who tersely replied that, they did not
want money.
Want Republic Recognized.
Tokio, Jan. 25. The members of
the nationalist party are showing
great activity in urging the Japanese
government to recognize the Republican government of China.
Uncle Sam on Guard.
Manila, Jan. 25 The distribution
of the United States troops along the
from Tang
section of the railroad
Shan to Lanchow has now been com
pleted.
Rebel Leader Murdered.
Mukden, Manchuria, Jan. 25 Chang
Yang, one of the rebel leaders, was
murdered Tuesday and simultaneously
a mob of assassins attacked his residence, where they killed his brother
and his secretary. A number of other murders were committed on the
same evening.
ed,

t c

e wa called to
,v (ha inn an

order

!ao Jan.miilo.
Secretary Herbert W.
Clark and Assistant Secretary Jose
I.'. Sena were present.
Tpon tiKjiion ()f Xational Committeeman Solomon
I. una,
.March
J,
tlmv days before the convention of
the legislature was selected as the
the place, for
tune, and Santa Fe,
tlie first state convention, which will
select ettiit delegates to the national
convent ion at
The vote
Chicago.
was unanimous ami thus allayed the
fear of Santa Fe s friends that Albuquerque was after the convention.
The following committee of seven
was selected to draft a call for ill's
convention: Solomon Luna, Thomas
re gory Page, William ('..
P. Catron.
St.rgent, Malaquias Martinez, X. V.
(Uillegos and K. R. Wright.
A. O. Fall and Charles
Springer
were appointed a committee to draft
rttlcs for ihe government, in the future of the party
in
organization
county and state, so as to assure clos
et
and
Before a motion that the represen
tation at the state convention be onfl
di legale for each one hundred Repub- iean votes and major fraction, and
one (ieiegaic-a- ' targe tor
county.
cruld be voted on, a recess was taken
enable the
to draft
a
a call.
to Congress Thomas P..
Catron opposed the proposed basis of
representation on the ground that it
would give certain large counties too
much of a preponderance,
liernalillo
ard Sandoval counties, especially, because of their flop at the last election would suffer in their representation if such basis were adopted.
The executive committee of the Recommittee,
centraS
publican state
which was to have met last evening,
failed to get a quorum on account,
of the lateness of the trains
and
therefore met about. 11 o'clock this
forenoon at. the Palace hotel to transact routine' business and to adopt an
order of business for the meeting of
Ihe central committee this afternoon.
A large number of the central committeemen came in last evening,
while others sent proxies,
Mills for instance, coming with the
proxy of Charles A. Spiess from Las
Vegas, and Malaquias Martinez with
the proxy of A. C. Pacheco of Taos.
List of Delegates.
The following are the officers of the
committee:
Venceslao
.Taramillo,
chairman;
Solomon Luna, treasurer; Herbert W.
Clark, secretary: Jose D. Sena, as("I

t-

,

sistant secretary.
The following
utive committee:

constitute the

exec-

First district, Jose D. Sena; second
district, Edward A. Mann: third disfourth
district,
trict, II. 13. Holt;
Charles A. Spiess; fifth district, Nasixth district, R. P.
than Jaffa;
Barnes; seventh district, Merritt C.
sixth district, Charles
Mechem;
Springer.
The following are the members o
the Republican State Central committee:
Bernalillo county, Frank A. Hub-belW. S. Strickler; Chaves county,
E A. Cahoon, L. O. Fullen; Colfax
ccunty, .1. R. Streicher, E. C. Cramp-ten- ;
Curry county, A. J. Matheney, Le
Roy P. Loomis; Dona Ana county, H.
P. Bowman. Oscar Lohman;
Eddy
county, M. S. Groves, Frank Newkirk:
Grant county, W. D. Newcomb, 'Frank
p. Booth; Guadalupe county, George
ALLEGED WOMAN BURGLAR
Sena, C. C. Henry; Lincoln county,
SURRENDERS TO POLICE, J. J.
Clement
Hfghtower;
Aragon,
Luna county, C. J. Kelly, H. H. WillMrs. Nellie Prince in Custody at Chicounty,
Gregory
McKinley
iams;
cago, Said to Have Robbed
Page, H. J. Coddington; Mora county,
Thaw Home.
Oterr
Tito Melendez, J. D. Medina;
P.
Charles
county, W. D. Tipton,
w Mexican) Downs:
(By Ppeclnl Leased tttth to
I. C. Barnes, W.
county,
Quay
Nellie
25. Mrs.
Chicago, Jan.
F. Buchanan ; Rio Arriba county, W.
Prince, who is said to be under indict G. Sargent, Alexander Read; Roose- ac
ment,
,
"
c0ntv w E Lindsey, T. J.
t
. j in ii. i
u
t
eu
uie uuigm.y uir u.c iuom
"MMolinari; Sandoval
county, E. A.
Mrs. William Thaw and R. J. Kauf Miera, Alejandro Sandoval; San Juan
man, wealthy department store pro- ccunty, Frank Staplin. G. A. Guff; San
prietor, surrendered to the Chicago Miguel county, John S. Clark, Secunpolice late today.
dum Romero; Santa Fe county, T. B.
The police here had been searching Catron, Celso Lopez; Sierra county,
for the woman for several days on in- Max L. Kahler, Wm. P. Keil; Socorro
formation sent from Pittsburg.
county, Jose E. Torres, Powell Stack-hous- e
When she gave herself up she deJr.; Taos county, Malaquias
clared that she was innocent of the Martinez, Antonio C. Pacheco; Torcharge against her. She was taken to rance county, Federico Chavez, H. G.
the Woman's annex of the South Senders; Union county, O. T. Toombs,
Clark Street Police Station to await N F. Gallegos: Valencia county, Solomon Luna, Carlos Baca; At Large, A.
extradition papers.
B Montgomery.
WORLD'S CHAMPION FENCER
DEAD AT LOS ANGELES.
BIG RAILROAD REDUCES
l,

i

.mu,

French

Marquis, Who Was
Duelist and Lived at
Fort Worth, Texas

,

ITS DIVIDEND RATE.

Noted

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Cuts
It Down Almost Thirty
Per Cent.
'
(By Special Leased wire to New Mexican
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 25. Carlos
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Alastaire Raoul Gotesmani, Marquis (By Spoclnl
New York, Jan. 25. The directors
de Mijana, Provence, France, died at
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
his home here today. He wa"s said
railroad this afternoon declared a
to have been at one time the world's
dividend of 2
per cent
champion fencer, and a duelist of note placing the stock on a five
per cent
in his home country.
The Marquis", btsis. Since 1902, the
company has
who came here from Fort Worth,
paid a divideud of 7 per cent per
Texas, was 35 years of age.
semi-annu-

2
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The Little Store

fr

Pains All Over!

light-hearte- d

"You are welcome," says Mrs. Nora Guffey, of Broken
Arrow, Okla., "to use my letter in any way you want to,
if it will induce some suffering woman to try Cardui. I had
pains all over, and suffered with an abscess. Three physicians failed to relieve me. Since taking Cardui, I am in
better health than ever before, and that means much to me,
because I suffered many years with womanly troubles, of
different kinds. What other treatments I tried, helped me
for a few days only."

For instance, look at

Quality and Large Variety of
" Soltaire " Goods.

ALL

Always the Leader

And then
peare,
ing;

it

WITH

E. A. Poe, who
wrote such poetry.
All through his life he took the view
that work to a man a curse is,
This genius never did a stroke, excepting when he had to.
And that's the feeling I have got, and
I have got it bad, too.

the

Southern
CASH

Corner Plaza,
PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

Santa Fe. Telephone
WE

GIVE

AND

No. 40.

REGISTER

TICKETS

STOCK

Don't wait, until you are taken down sick, before takcare
of yourself. The small aches and pains, and other
ing
symptoms of womanly weakness and disease, always mean
worse to follow, unless given quick treatment
You would always keep Cardui handy, if you knew
what quick and permanent relief it gives, where weakness
and disease of the womanly system makes life seem hard
to bear. Cardui has helped over a million women. Try it.

In lives of famous writing men and
I have studied many
I find they just did what they liked,
and didn't care a penny;
They worked just when it suited them
and always drank and dined well.
That's why the literary life would
suit the undersigned well.
London Globe.

RETAIL

The
Woman'sTonic

f

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

TAKE

there's William Shakestoo a genius, I'm think-

Biographers remark he loved good
eating and good drinking.
I don't see why I shouldn't write some
comedies as able;
I, too, .am much attached upon
the
pleasures of the table.

OCERY

THURSDAY, JANUARY 25, 191Z.

GENIUS
I know I am a genius; I'll tell you
why I think so,
Ar.d why my index finger (right) is
maculate with ink so.

Because tlic-rare a lot of traits it
makes me so
The which I share in common with
the talented departed.

Again Reminds You of the Superior

X

WE HAVE BEEN HAMMERING AWAY A LONG TIME TRYING
INTO THE MINDS OF THE PEOPLE
OF THE COMMUNITY THAT WE WILL NOT SELL HARDWARE
TO ANYONE AT ANY PRICE THAT WE DO NOT KNOW TO BE
TO DRIVE ONE THOUGHT

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga, Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn..
for Special Instruction, and
book, "Home Treatment lor Women," sent free. J 51

GOOD.

WE HAVE SUCCEEDED DOING BUSINESS THIS
TO CHANGE OUR SYSTEM.

SffaifflftrtaB

FOOD.

AROUND

WAY,

AND

WE ARE NOT GOING

THE STATE

to intimidate a widow at Mounrainair Goldfish were fed on champagne-soakeWood-Davi- s
upon the plea that they wanted to
crumbs and turned over and
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
drive out speakeasies in the vicinity died. Ducks released from the cage
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14
of the prohibition settlement,
were flew wildly about among the electric
Pleaded Guilty to Cattle Stealing.
to
to
found
of
with
Martin
assault
intent
The only exclusive grain house in
Fe
Vallejos pleaded guilty
guilty
light bulbs, and stray crabs were
cattle stealing in district court at murder in district court at Estancia. found crawling about the dining
Estancia.
rocm.
Married at Thirteen.
Conditions That Should Not Be.
Lulu B'ay, 8 years old, is caring for
Goldie Milner of Colorado Springs,
Burglar Pleads Guilty.
Amado Zamora pleaded guilty in who two years ago, when she was 13, her four younger brothers and sisters
Phone Black
Phone Black
district court at Estancia to the married Gola Henderson, aged 17, is in the matron's quarters of the Den-:- -:- -:- ver jail. The youngest is baby How-:- charge of burglary.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
seeking for divorce. Judge Little
the petition and in so doing un- ard, eleven months old. The predicaCaptain Langston is Dead.
We Start the NEW YEAR by jrjven better values than ever,
mercifully scored the mother of the ment of the Fay children is one of
Captain J. P. C. Langston, for thir bride for permitting the match. The the most pathetic that has come to
:
:
:
:
:
:
especially in 5, 10 and 25c, goods.
ty years an enemy of outlaws in east- girl wife complined that the boy the attention of humane agents in
ern New Mexico, died at Tucumcari. husband beat her md compelled her years. Deserted by their father four
OLR PRICES ARE MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.
to work in a laundry to support him. months ago and their mother taken
in
Sixa
2410
Killed
away from their home at
Runaway.
The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.
Michael F. Riley, a pioneer El Paso
teenth street to await another visit
Murder This Month.
Eighth
plumber, was fatally injured in a runThe eighth murder thus far this of the stork, the children faced starvNow on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
Phone Black 6619
436 Canon Road
away and died soon after the acci- year in New Mexico is reported from ation until they were removed to the
asTHIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS dent.
Cubero, Valencia county, the victim matron's quarters last night. Lulu
sumed charge of the little family
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
being Miss Euria Chaves, aged 20
when they were shown to their quarThirty Days for Larceny.
unwas
an
shot down by
years, who
John Reives was given thirty days known
N
her death resulting ters in the matron's department. The
assassin,
In jail at Albuquerque on the charge in about an hour. She was found in children are, Lulu 8; Lillian 6; Bertha
re ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your of stealing a set of spoons from the a pool of blood and a rifle lay near 2; Howard eleven months.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Beaver's Club.
the prostrate form. The coroner's
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
jury returned a veridct of murder by FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COM
POUND "CURES IN EVERY
Love Lasted Five Minutes.
and Arizona purchasers.
parties unknown.
Mrs. Clara Sher was granted a diCASE."
:
WHEN YOU CAN GET THE to .:
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
vorce at Denver because her husband Two Children Dead From Chloroform.
Mr. Jas. McCaffery, Mgr., of the
recomSchlitz
declared five minutes after the wedHotel,
Omaha,
Neb.,
Almost identical were the deaths of
Established 1900
mends Foley's Honey and Tar ComLEARNARD &
ding that he did not love her.
Leroy Atkinson, 8 years old, of 3233
pound, because it cures in every case.
L1NDEMANN CO.
Thelma
and
Albuqurque, New Mexico
Vallejo street, Denver,
"7 have used it myself and I have recHouse for Raton.
Opera
Municipal
8
years old, of 1530 Welton ommended
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
Kelly,
it to many others who
Architect I. H. Rapp is at Raton street,
for
following an operation
drawing plans for a municipal build- adenoids.
child died have since told me of its great cura- Delivered to your house. Patronize home
The
Atkinson
ic tr, inclllHo pitv offices.
intr
industry.. Leave orders
tive power in diseases of the throat
at his home, and the Kelly child, a
an opera house and several big store
and colds
all
For
ard
coughs
lungs."
CO.'S
KAUNE
&
PHONE 26.
a
at
half
St.
and
STORE,
old,
Anthony's it
year
rooms.
is speedily effective. For sale by
hospital. Dr. Hi C. Brown, the attend- all
druggists.
ing physician in the Atkinson case,
Suit for Divorce on Account of Drunk said that death resulted from chloroFine Weather The minimum tempenness.
form. There were two of the Kelly
Suit for divorce was filed at Albu- children, Thelma, 8, and Florence erature last night was only 30 dethe warmest night thus
de 2
querque
by Lena Candelaria
years old, and each was afflicted grees, being
Strunk against Robert Strunk. Drunk- with adenoids. They were removed far this year. The maximum yesterREAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
enness is alleged.
to St. Anthony's hospital. The two day was 49 degrees in the shad? and
82 degrees in the sun. At 5 o'clock
children drew straws to see which
Acquitted of Gambling.
would be operated upon first, and the this morning the wind attended a
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
CAD
maximum velocity of 30 miles an
George Bussell was acquitted of younger drew the longer one. Florand Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
the charge of gambling at Estanc'.a ence went through the ordeal success-- ! hour. For tomorrow fair weather is
in
Ranches
Alfalfa
predicted.
the
esbecause the prosecution could not
Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
fully. Then Thelma was taken to the:
tablish that he was running a bank- - operating room and chloroform was;
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
CANNOT BE CURED.
j
administered. The operation was per- DEAFNESS
ing game.
Near Union Depot,
333 HICKOX STREET,
local
as they cannot
by
applications,
dischild
formed, but the
immediately
Modern Residences for Rent.
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
closed dangerous symptoms. She was
Sandoval Court House Moved.
to cure deafone
There
is
only
way
Sanaoval county, which has no hurried down stairs to the ward and ness, and that is by constitutional
court house, has moved its offices in- in a few moments died.
103
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
to the J. Yrisarri building, one of the'
inflamed condition of the mucous linAve.
structures at Bernafew
Daily Service to Farmington.
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
be
will
seat.
basin
the
San
Juan
The entire
county
lillo,
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbenefited by the visit of President B. bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
&
Ri when it is
F Bush an dother oDenver
Married at Las Vegas.
entirely closed, Deafness is
Yesterday afternoon at Las Vegas, Grande officials to Durango, Colorado, the result, and unless the inflammaat the home of the bride's parents, Mr. according to the president himself, tion can be taken out and this tube
and Mrs. Ackerman, Miss Eddie R. who made an address before the rep- restored to its normal condition, hearAckerman was married to Leslie G. resentative interests of the San Juan ing will be destroyed forever; nine
RETAIL
TO
Moulton by Rev. E. C. Anderson of basin. Bush said he ad long known cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh
the Methodist church.
RATON .
that southwestern Colorado was be- which is nothing but an inflamed conYANKEE
ing held back by the narrow gauge dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Thirteen Year Old Girl Attacked.
track and the transfer commodities
CERRILL08
and
Weils
,nconvenienc by Purchasing
MflflPV
John Martin, aged 51, a floorwalker from the narrow gauge to the stand- for any case of Deafness (caused by
ITllllWJ Farg0 Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
in a Denver store, is in jail, charged ard gauge.
He statea that the pres catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
of having attacked a thirteen year ent financial condition of the country Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
sawed wood and Kindling.
old cash girl. Reports of alleged mis- is such that bonds cannot be floated lars, free.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
F. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
conduct on the part of the men em- to standardize the road between Dur
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
wear A. T. AS.F. Depot,
Sold by druggists, 75c.
U. S., Canada, Mexico
ployes in connection with cash girls ango and Alamosa but that it will be
Telephone 85
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiwere done as soon as possible. Bush said
and younger women employes
Telephone 85
made several days ago to the police. his
pation.
to
was
road
over
the
trip
present
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
convince the other officers of needed
Father Gilberton Celebrated Birthrepairs. At the conclusion of his ad- MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
jt
day.
servdress Buh said the
FOR GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS.
Today Rev. Paul Gilberton, former- ice on the Farmington branch would
booklet
about 360,000
Free
telle
D.
ly of Guadalupe church in this city, at once be
changed to a daily train
celebrated his
birthdav service with the exception of Sunday, protected positions in U. S. Civil SerMore than 40,000
vice.
vacancies
anniversary at Las Vegas. It being between Farmington and Durango.
lifetime
employment
also the feast day of the conversion Tomorrow President Bush will go to every year,
Easy to get. Just ask for examinaof St. Paul, high mass was celebratSilverton, returning to Durango to- tion booklet
Now Mexico Civil Sered at the Church of Our Lady of Sor- morrow
will
night. Thursday they
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
rows.
continue west.
452.
d

Hardware Co.

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

FRANK F. GORMLEY

45

d

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
LEARN ARDLIN DEM AN

COMPANY

Why Import Mineral Water ?
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

I
R. J. CRICHTON
I
LUMBER & COAL YARD

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

2

DAWSON COAL

I

" The

CAIp
rUu JALL

Quality Coal."

j

F. M. JONES.

two-stor-

Palace

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
All

Parts

WHOLESALE

AtD

of The World

Screened

Save

Wood

Lump

ffiiffi

j

j

J.

BARNES, Agent.

LIVERY STABLE

forty-sevenf- a

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
line
open at all times day and night, vit.i first-claof livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
I

ss

your patronage and influci.ee.
Yours in Busines?
Santa Fe. IS. M.
San Francisco St.

I Will appreciate
130

CARRIAGE,

AUTOMOBILE,
AND-

-

SIGH
PAINTING

irrrSilve'ingisATISFACTION
I
and Brass

GUARANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAUNE.
305 San

Franciso Street.

White Cappers Found Guilty.
Josiah Perkins, George
Noble,

George Dunn and John Griffin charged
with being white cappers who sought

Your Druggist
Stops That Itch

J. R. CREATH.
Phone Main

139.

If you are suffering from Ecezema,
Psoriasis or any other kind of skin
trouble, drop Into our store for instant
relief. We will guarantee you to stop
that itch in two seconds.
We have sold other remedies for skin
troubles, but none that we could recommend as highly as this, a mild wash of
Oil of Wintergreen Thymol and a few
For Best Laundry Work
other ingredients that have wrought
such wonderful cures all over the country.
This compound is known as D.D.D.
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Prescription for Eczema and H will cool
RETURN'S THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
and heal the itchy, burning skin aa
nothing else can.
A 25c trial bottle will prove it.
Of course all other druggists have
Prescription go to them if you
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop D.D.D.come
to us but don't accept some
can't
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
substitute.
But if you come to our store, we are
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2 so certain of what D.D.D. will do for you
on
that we offer you a full size bottle
this guarantee: if you do not find that
ONCE
AT
ltcb
the
It
It takes
Try a New Mexican want ad. It costs you away
not a cent.
brings results.
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.

Imperial Laundry

it

The Animals Were Drunk.
The "animal dinDr" given by Mis
Andrew Welch at San Francisco at
the Fairmont hotel has created a sensation in society circles. Mrs. Welch's
dinner table represented a jungle.
Figures of lions and tigers, giraffes
and elephants peered from miniature
thickets. But it was the intriduc'inn
cf living creatures into the picture-tha- t
furnished the element of eccen
trlcity. Ducks, parrots, frogs, liraids.
canary birds and crabs kept strange
of
company with the lay figures
trasts from the jungle. The commotion of the seating o' lo. aue3;s rous
ed two parrots, and one r.egan to
cheer vociferously, while the second,
who was of the exaggerM.ec. profane
type, consigned everyone to perdition
A
by shrieking, "You go to h
wag suggested that the "spottiness"
of the parro's be tested by giv.'ng
them bread soaked in champagne. One
became more noisy aal vociferous
and changed his mild conversational
tone to wildly declamatory command:
"Have a good time; ha me a good time,
but be sure and get home by 3, ar.d
the one that had been swearing all the
evening subsided and fell asleep.

''

'Phone 9

Caii up

J. P. Steed

A When in Keed of
Anything

& Son

RATES

AND CABINET MAKERS.

MADE TO ORDER
NEATLY

SIGN PAINTING

All Work Guaranteed

the

Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

CARPENTERS

FURNITURE

in

Ion Caspar

Avenue

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

DONE.

Phone. Red

115

KERR'S

SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

Phone us, we will be glad to call fer
TAOS
BARRANCA
your laundry on Mondayi and TuesLa Salle
Meets
on
and
North
South
Both
deliver
and
days
Thursday!
Fridays.
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Bounds
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
are mended and buttons sewed en
the north bound train and arrives at
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store. your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Tn miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. Good covered' hacks and good
Short Orders at All Hours.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to take In
Preach Noodle Order 20c. a die a.
Try a New Mexican want ad. it the surrounding towns. Wire Embude
Station.
New Yen Chos suey Etc brings results.

Restaurant

TO

Trains.
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This Reduction on all Cut Glass, Decorated China, Leather Goods
Before the Taking of Inventory,
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY.
:- -:

wsRs&mesEsssarsswBsswmi

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

ANSWERS

I

THE CALL.

TO BUILO

A

EfiS

to nn
Provisions were a little easy. First
soles were unchanged to "c loner,
with May 10.:;?
for 9.17
to 9..j'i
fur lard and s.so fur ribs.

TIE FIST

lambs $1.i;iii

0.7.1

OF
Santa Fe People Have Found That
Kansas Cty,
This is True.
The following are tie time tables
Kansas
Md., Jan. ; 1. Cattle
City,
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
of the local railroads:
Receipts. ".nun including 100 sotith-10- c
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
"A. T. & o. f. Ry."
erns.
Marl
steady to
higher.
Spells of backache often follow.
Ieave
Native
steers. $.1.2.1 i s.ufl; southern
urine.
of
3
some
the
Or
irregularity
8:10 a. m., to connect "with No.
steers, $.1.uur, (;.:,u: southern cows
A splendid remedy for such attacks,
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Mass Meeting Held Last
and heifers, $:!.onf r,.0u; native cows
A medicine that has cured thou12.10
at
Fe
Santa
arrive
Returning,
Lead and Spelter.
and heifers, $:;.0iKj 0.2.1 : stoekers and
sands.
in Palace of
p. m.
Night
St. Louis, .Mo., .Ian. 2.". Lead quiet feeders. $ 1.0'iT 0.2.1
true
a
Is
bulks, $3.75(3
Doan's
Pills,
Kidney
to
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m.
4.37
4.35f
Governors
Spelter firm :.;:( i ti.40. 5.1u; calves, $ l.nO'f; S.uO;
western
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
Grain and Provisions.
steers, $.1.uu 7.nu ; western
cows,
Many Santa Fe people rely on it.
2 eastbound.
Chicago. 111., Jan. 2.1. Wheat May $:;.ouf .1.00.
ney remedy.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
101
CITY MOST FURNISH THE SITE
102; July 91 IMti
Here is Santa Fe proof.
11.000.
Hogs Receipts,
Marker
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to conCorn May i;7
;
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
July 071-- steady to 5c lower. Bulk of sales,
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
!
$5.9iiTi fi.cn : heavy, $i;.25G.35; packFe, N. M., Bays: "For several years
eastbound.
Ifi.
Oats .May :,0
I had trouble from my back and kid- J. J. Lawler, Eastern Capitalist,
July
ers and butchers, $(J.10ft C."5; lights,
at
Returning arrive at Santa Fe
Pork Jan. 1.1.90.
A,
neys. It was hard for me to work,
$.1.1iif 0.2U; pigs, $1.2.1! .1.2.1.
Will
Put
Up
8:35 p. m.
Lard Jan. 9.2.1.
to pains in my loins and any
She
3.000.
Market
Receipts,
ueave Santa F at 8:50 p. a. to con owing
Ribs Jan. S.1.1.
movement
$200,000
sudden
aggravated my
10c higher.
Muttons,
$;1.504.7.1:
9
No.
and
8
No.
eastbound
liect with
Wool.
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
lambs. $3.0110. Si); fed wethers and
westbound.
St. Louis, .Mo., Jan. 21 Wool steady.
too frequent desire to void the kidSeventy-fivor eighty representa- yearlings, $:!.75fi3.5: fed ewes, $2.73
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30 ney secretions and the passages were tive citizens ol Santa Fe met last ev- - j
Territory and western mediums, Wiv ? 1.11.
m.
stateP.
lsc: fine mediums, Lift 17c; fine, 10
scanty and painful. Public
ening at the Palace of the Governors
V1
,1c.
Passengers for the Belen cut-of- f
ments given by local people who had and boosted for a new $200,000 con:- Chicago.
and Pecos Valley points should now used Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit, mercial and tourist hotel to be loc'it- Chicago, Jan. 2.1. Cattle Receipts,
leave at 3:30 p. in. instead of 7:20 induced me to try them. I found re ed on or near the Plaza. The niiet- Omaha.
S.300. Market steady to weak. Beeves
as heretoiorj. Connection leaves Al- lief at once ar.d after I had used the,. ing was called at the instance of the j
South Omaha, Neb., Jan. 21. Cat
$!.S0f( ..10; Texas steers,
$4.50?
t 7:55 r- ni. Instead of contents of one dox, my back was free Chamber of Commerce to consider a j
buquerque
.Market
tle Receipts :;,iMI0.
active,; 5.S1; western
steers, $4.7.17.15;
2:20 a. m.
from pain. My kidneys are now nor- proposition made by J. J. Lawler of
to
Native steers $.1.2.1
steady
strong.
stoekers and feeders,
$1.i;i'fTfi.0(i;
D. & ft. Q. fly.
mal and I feel better in every day." Kalamazoo, Mich.,
(f( 7.S0;
cows rind heifers
$::.::0'W (i;
representing (act- cows and heifers, $2.1.1 7: 0.75; calves,
Leaves 10:05 a. nr. or nortu.
For sale by all dealers. Price 0 urn noinlnl
fl
western steers $:!.MiG.33;
f,.
m.AM.sv.
-.
range
K.7.... t .2.1
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
.Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
cents.
cows and heifers ?,( .1.20; canners $f,.5llf
modinvest $200,000 in a first-clas-s
Market
Hogs
Receipts, .I.I.OOO.
New exco central Ry.
New York, boU- agents for the United ern hotel if the citizens of Santa Fe
and
feeders
3.00;
$;;.1i)
$2.7.1(
stocket's
MANUEL CORDOVA.
.1c lower.
weak,
Light, $5.G5(S6.2il;
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
Remember the name Doan's and will furnish a suitable site on which,
7fi.23: calves $4y.!; hulls, stags, etc.,
Who Will Represent Taos County in House.
fi.33; heavy, $5. 950.37;
mixed,
2 east and 1 seuth and west
trke no other.
$:..50Si .1.10.
to build the hostelry.
rough, $.1.95?) G.10; pigs, $4.254.S3:
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
Market
11,7700.
Hogs
i
Receipts
Two
Mr.
The offer of
Granted
Lawler comes
Licenses
Marriage
from No. 3 east.
in New Mexico legislative halls. light, slower, heavies slrong. Heavy western, $3.G.1'7'4.83; yearlings, $4.90
licenses were granted yes- - through his friend and former towns-fellomarriage
lambs, native,
$4.30(3)7.00;
40 years.
former
peda- $Gf(G.20; mixed $.1.7.1(1; light $1.10 (ft 5.85:
N With forty or more
to
Rent?
nooms
Have you rurnir.htc
Age
of
of
the
G.
W.
the
clerk
A.
M.
Hush,
Ortiz,
proprietor
by
terday
Born
in
in the legislature, surely, the (i d; pigs $ 4 2 5 (f .1..10; bulk of sales western, $ 1.75fl!7.00.
Taos county.
A little campaign Want advertising
gogues
MarMr.
New
and
restaurant.
State
Lawler
court. Willie Rivera
Attended public schools and
Coit6n.
cause of education should not suffer ?3.70.
lr. the New Mexican will keep the in- probate
both of Santa Fe, was in Santa i'e on January 11, as the
New York, Jan. 25. Cotton, spot
mission school at Penasco.
a' the hands of the first state assemcome from your furnished rooms from guerite Montoya,
Sheep
Receipts 7,000. Market
in the register of the Bureau of Information
this
morning
married
were
School teacher, farmer, stock
bly. Mr. Cordova was born at Rio 10 to 13c higher. Yearlings $ 1. 73(i? closed quiet; middling uplands 9.63;
iapsins. The classified columns are Cathedral
i
by the Rev. Monsignor An- shows, and looked over the ground
wethers $3.804.30; ewes $3J middling gulf 9.90. Sales 100 bales.
raiser.
Pueblo on February 2S, 1X71, and that
always looked up closely and It will tonio
rereA
After
thoroughly.
leaving here hi.
Fourchegu,
He atCensus enumerator 1900 and
is still hia residence.
ilace
pay you well to use them.
ception followed the ceremony at the sumed his journey to Los Angeles, V 1 91 0.
tended the public scuools and the
Manuel California, leaving word with Mr.
1891
in
to
Married
mission school at Penasco and workDo not allow your kidney and blad- - home of the bride's father,
Reyecilas
that a dispatch would recall
m
hvnii th ATontova. on raiace Avenue Anas- - Push
Fernandez.
ed his way through school at various
him
Fe
to
in case the citizens
Santa
He haB been a farmer,
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid- - tacio Maestes and Albina Bustos, both
occupations.
be married here considered his plan favorably.
a school teacher, a stock raiser and
ney Pills. They give quick results of Santa Cruz. They will
The gathering last night wis one
rendered efficient service as a census
and Stop irregularities with surprising today by the Rev. Father Haelterman
Manuel Cordova, who will represent enumerator in 1900 and 1910. In 1S94,
of the most enthusiastic and largos'",
promptness. For sale by all druggists, of that place.
that has come together for many Taos county in the Legislative House he was married to Miss Reyecitas
moons. Those present came to ooost is another former school teacher to Fernandez.
and the public spirit displayed bodes'
well for the future development
of
the Ancient City. The meeting wi'.s is as yet rather indefinite and Mr. for a tourist hotel I would suggest the
called to order by Dr. J. A. Rolls, who Lawler is not well known here, but heights of Fort Matey. If a commer- - j
was made permanent chairman by a investigations could be made that cial hotel is th object a location on
After hearing would furnish the information need the Plaza would he preferable."
vole of the citizens.
NEXT TO NEW FIRST NATIONAL BANK
the proposal as set forth by Air. Bi h, ed. The site of the old barracks is,
:
i
C. D. Cleveland.
tn? meeting was thrown open for dis- - in my opinion, the ideal location."
Fe has an unjiwiauie repu- "Santa
cussion, and many prominent Lien in
W. N. Townsend.
travelers
tation among commercial
the business and professional ac'.ivi-- I
"We have the climate, the history and tourists as to its bote accommoties of the capital responded in a man-- I and the
(he forgot the poli- dations. The : etter class of travelers
rer that demnstiated the geneva! in- - tics untilreligion
reminded by Mr. Salmon) will not come to the city until the
derstanding that Santa Fe could not and all we need is the hotel to accomof a visit are mitigated jy
s
furnish
to modate the host of travelers that hardships
accommodation
INSPECTION.
YOUR
FOR
hotel."
NOW READY
the building of a
You-Pleastourisrs and wealthy trave'ers and could be attracted to us. The "Antlers"
of the advisory comchairman
The
that such an enterprise as the one made Colorado Springs, and the same
You do not buy a suit every day, so you might just as well
called a meetin" for ;l o'clock
mittee
proposed would have the hearty sup- is true of all the tourist towns of Cal- tomorrow afternoon in the office of
have the right goods, the proper fit, and at a fair price.
port of the conservative business ele- ifornia."
the Chamber of Commerce in the
ment of the city.
Governor L. Bradford Prince.
DR. REED CUSHION SOLE SHOE
of the Governors.
At the conclusion of the discussion,
"Santa Fe was intended for a health
H.
B.
and
a
pro
con,
Cartwright put
resort from its creation, its luture
We make
SMALLNESS OF FARM
Fine
motion before the house asking that
depends on the public spirit of its citRESERVES HELPS MARKET.
a committee of five be appointed by izens. I have
an
preached just such
the chairman to take up the matter
BusiSTAY ON YOUR
for thirty years as the one
Imported
Wheat Registers Another Rise in Chiwith Mr. Lawler, investigate his busi- enterprise
we are consider. ng this evening. The
FolCorn
Pit
Grain
loness standing, and look up possible
FEET ALL D AY
cago
glamor of antiquity, the attraction of
ness an
Clothes
lows Suit.
cations. The motion was unanimoushistory, climate and scenery are ours,
and
still be(comfort-abl- e
ly carried, and the following were ap- but a tourist
city must offer pleasure
Wire to TTew Mexican)
Leased
Art. Every
Special
(By
H.
B.
committeemen:
pointed
as its greatest urawing card. Within the"evening:.
Chicago 111., Jan. 25. Smallness of
chairman; H. H. Dorman; T. out a
hotel this is impos- farm reserves in the Northwest, and
Z. Winter, James L. Seligman and H.
You
need not be
Garment
sible. Other efforts to bu'ld one fail- the continued falling off of receipts
can only
F. McGibbon.
on the in that district helped the wheat mared for lack of
ss
bothered with
There was no lack of confidence disof civic bodies."
Yry-ris made by
ket today make an upturn. Offerings
see in
or disposition to vacillate, as part
WX
Iff"
played,
' rr r
if you will
"I never return from the East that here were small and there "was a
the following extracts from some o
The openI do not see .nifty or forty people fair commission demand.
the
show:
Cities,
speeches
Experts
Big
only listen to our
decline.
to
on the same train bound for the Pa- ing shovved
Judge E. C. Abbott.
to
(
not be attracted
could
at
coast
cific
htarted
that
lol
May
"There is no douut as to the lack
appeal.
in Their
We have
be
102
The
tof hotel facilities in Santa Fe. The to Santa Fe. These people ofshould ad- 1015-- and then rose to
tor
and told
the
101
was
at
La
met
close
Jun'a
at
Neither will you be
steady
fact is dinned into the ears of the
to Santa Fe. It is May, a gain of
Line.
SHS
Them.
j traveling
Santa Fean everywhere he vantages of a triii
obliged to sacrifice
idle to suppose that the city cannot
Stop loss buying gave firmness to
may go, and it is the only objection
one
like
the
to
prohotels
six
off
corn.
up
May
opened
that is urged against the capital of support
style for comfort,
in Mahitou is at 67 to
and
touchea GG
New Mexico as a tourist city. The old posed, a certain hotel
summer
ose
was
c
visitors advanced to 67
The
by tiie
because this shoe is
has left Santa supported
spirit .of
an adfrom one city in Texas. This state steady with May at 07
Fe, and there is a significant dispoone of grace as well
Missouri and vance of
sition on the part of its citizens to together with Kansas,
and come to see US before you order you suit,
Oklahoma vould furnish a host of vis
were active purchasers of
Shorts
d
for
organi-eeffort. Let
get together
as of ease. No eas-ioats. There was considerable profit-takinitors during he hot months."
us have me hotel."
to
started
A.
unchanged
May
L.
Hughes.
shoe made.
N. Salmon,
and ascetided
down at 50 50
"We can afford to give a site, and
"If we are to grow we must have a
s
hotel. The cost of accommodations is a secondary consideration
to the class of travelers we hope to
None Better
attract. We have the best location
find
root,
we
queen's
forest
bloodroot,
Buried deep in our American
i:i the world for a health resort. "The
stone root, golden seal, Oregon grape root and cherry bark. Of these Vr.
Price.
Elms" of Excelsior Springs, Mo., is R V and
extract which has been favorably known tor
Pierce made a pure glyceric
' Go'den Medical Discovery."
an ideal tourist hotel that was conit
called
He
forty
over
years.
structed at a cost of $150,000.
This " Discovery" purifies the blood and tones up the stomach and the entire
its
Nature' own way. It's just the tissue builder and tonic you require
in
include
four or five acres, system
grounds
or pneumonia. No matter how strong the
and the popularity enjoyed by that when recovering from a hard cold, grip,
is apt to be " out of kilter " at times ; in consequence
stomach
the
constitution
hostelry as an ideal place to rest the blood is disordered, for the stomach is the laboratory for the constant manuSimply telephone us and we
could easily be duplicated here. I facture of blood. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery strengthens the stomac- hmm
know of no available location on the
will call for your clothes, fix
puts it in shape to mane pure, r:cn niooa neips uie uvcrnervto expel the poisons from the body. The weak,
for the tourist inn a plot of
b'j'
kidneys
Plaza,
debilitated condition which so many people
them up and deliver them to
ous,
AND REPAIRING.
several acres nearby would serve as
at this time of the year is usually the effect of
' well or
experience
Prices
at
better."
and
Right
you promptly
poisons in the blood ; it is often indicated by pimples or boils
C. J. Nies.
appearing on the skin, the face becomes thin you feel "blue.
"I have found in my experience in
"More than a week ago I was suffering with an awful
See
cold in my head, throat, breast, and body" writes MR.
Where
the small towns of the South that
. U
G. Kent, of 710 L. Street, S. E.., Washington,
James
Our
become
have
prosperous in late years
Quality
"Some called it La Grippe, some pneumonia. I was auviseathat a
tourist hotel was at
by a friend to try a bottle of your 'Golden Medical Dieovr'indoH
Meets
m
so
11
ana
a
ootue
aiucu
i
aiune
Z2s erv.'
mju
the bottom of their prosperity. The
Price
'"
la Yo nravtnck anti Yuit ItlvHemH
-I trlea
f
that 1
Display
betore
plan which made Asville, North Car
ever took. My health is much better than itws
' t and la
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WEST SIDE PLAZA
::
olina is not unlike the one now before
using your medicine. It does all you nlais
satislactory."
J. G. Kent, Esq.
the citizens of Santa Fe. The plan
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the Monroe Doctrine pertains.
WNTS LITTLE STOREKEEPERS
Why should not the Cubans work
TO ORGANIZE TRUST.
out their own destiny by methods
which prevail in nearly all other coun- By Aggressive Advertising and Cotries. We know, of course, that Cuba
operation Mail Order Houses
has corrupt officials and disgruntled
Can Be Vanquished.
citizens; and it is a habit with many
of us to urge that the neighboring
IF' Sppctiil TpaseT Wire to ?rew Mexican
island come under our wing, so that it
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 25. If the
have
may
nothing more to do with country merchants are to save themcorrupt officials and disgruntled citi selves from being swept out of exiszens.
tence by the big mail order houses
f
11,.,'.
r,rn.
But the Cubans may nave a few-- tl.,.
,,,t.f
'
I.
ideas in this relationship. It is pos- tection,
L. C. Boyle of Kansas City,
sible that they may care to refer to former attorney general of Kansas
the Lorimer inquiry, to the bushel bas- said today in an address here before
ket of confessions which have come the Southwestern Lumberman's Assoout of Ohio and Illinois within the ciation meeting in annual sessfon. "I
past year or so, touching a corrupted am forced to believe that if the farmballot; the calling out of companies er and laborer hut understood the sitof militia in Massachusetts to quell uation
aright, the mail order business
disturbers in an industrial war, and would be short lived. Eliminate the
to stories of State eapitols arid other country merchant and the business of
chronicles which lie more or less redistributing the necessities of life will
motely in the past.
of necessity, center in the hands of
Let us, at least, give Cuba a chance a fpw
great corporations. The .only
to state its case, before
we decide solution of the dilemma then will be
that she is incapable of setting up state and national socialism.
Elysium for itself.
"The solution of the problem lies
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CLASSIFICATION

nC'iineed through the press long before
the talebearer could get in his malic-

OF SENATORS
of

There has been some discussion
ious work.
the classification of Senators from the
new states. Each state will be givNew Mexico cities
are certainly
HELPING THE OTHER FELLOW.
en one Senatorial term expiring on
Here is the Gate City,
progressive.
New Mexico with two Congressmen with less than 5.000
March 3, 1917, that is long terms
people, accord
while there will be one term expiring M the lower House and with two soon-i- ing to the last census, figuring on
United States Senators to rep- - the erection
1913 and another in 1915. and these
of a municipal
opera
two terms will be subject to lot. It resent it in the upper House at house. And why not? It is the trend
therefore does not make much differ- Washington, should extend a helping of the times for municipalities to take
mat-- j
ence which state sends its Senators hand to the remaining territorial del- charge of public and
at every opportunity, for it ters and to regulate everything that
firt, although for other reasons, New egates
Mexico should have its representa- still vividly remembers its own help- can in any possible way be regulated.
It is Socialism pure and simple, but
tives in the Upper House at Wash- less condition as a Territory a
ago. Speaking of this the even Socialism
under proper conington before the proposed new wool Los
Angeles Times says.
ditions and auspices is not the spec-tariff and other measures of vital im"The spirit of public endeavor is tie that many people have taken it
portance to the Southwest are voted
m Mr. Andrews.
He was to be in the past.
strong
upon.
The following is the modus of as- - former chairman of the Republican
' cna'e committee oi Pennsylvania, ana
Over in Arizona they are still cansigning terms to the four United served
in the legislature of that state
States Senators from ' New Mexico
vassing the vote of the election last
lor
had
he
shaken
eight years. Hardly
December. They began the beginning
Sand Arizona:
the Pennsylvania Legislature from
"At present there are thirty Sena-tor- s his shoulders when he became a mem- of January and do not expect to finish until February.
Arizona has only
s
in class 1, and thirty-onber of the Territorial
Council of
f
the
the co.unties,
in each of the other two classes. New Mexico; and left that to become
population and vote of New Mexico,
The terms of Senators of class 1,
to
he
has
where
Congress,
Delegate
on March 3, 1917; class' 2 .on been seen four successive times. He there are no close contests, and yet,
board finds it takes
March 3, 1913; and clflss 3 on March has been an active figure in Territor- the canvassing
to do the work which some
four
weeks
3, 1915.
inl affairs in Congress, and in the
eaters in New Mexico imagined
"The first step will be to equalize fipht for Statehood for New Mexico. fire
sliculd have been completed in an
the classes by filling up Class 1. The
l he position of the Delegate
in hour by the
canvassing board at San
secretary wi.l be required to place in Congress has always been a source ta Fe.
a ballot box two papers of equal size, of trouble. When the number of states
one of which will be numbered one, was smaller and the territories more
the other a blank.
Assuming that numerous, the delegates were fre- NEW ASSISTANT
SUPERINTENDENT.
ether one state or the other will send quently in controversy with members
Senators first, the method then will of the House as to what powers they
(Continued From Page One.)
be for the first two Senators to draw, could exercise.
"As a matter of fact, although the
and the one drawing paper marked
States guilty was committed two years ago,
No. 1, will have his name inserted Constitution of the United
and the arrests made over a year ago.
for
and
Senators
Repamong the list of Senators whose provides only
was gathterms of service expire on March 3, resentatives from States, and does The evidence in the case
mounted police
1917. Then the Senator receiving the not mention delegates from territories ered carefully by the
so complete and convincing
blank will himself be classified, by the delegate was authorized by the and was
took only a few minutes
the
that
in
Continental
two
jury
1787,
Congress
having two pieces of paper of equal
to bring in the verdict of guilty. Sensize placed in a box, one of which will years before the Constitution was
tence will he pronounced on the rebe marked No. 2,- - and the other will adopted.
turn of Judge E. L. Medler, who is
Con"In
the
that
Continental
No.
3.
year
He will then draw;
b; marked
"an
ordinance for the absent in Los Angeles, California, atand if he draws the paper No. 2, his gress passed
of his mother.
name will be inserted among the government of the territory of the tending the funeral
The trial was the culmination of a
Senators whose terms will expire on United States northwest of the Ohio
townsite fight which began two years
March 3, i913, and if he draws the pa- River,' and authorized that immense
ago when Attorney C. E. Knajppe died
to
a
send
Con
to
delegate
per numbered 3, his name will be in- region
a third interest in the town-sitserted among the list of Senators gress, who should have the 'right of leaving
of Mountainair to his widow.
whose terms expire March 3, 1915. debating but not of voting.' In 1S17
Perkins and Albert Kubena were
The two remaining classes not thus that principle was put into a general
also
law
all
so
that
territor
part owners, and the trouble
by
Congress,
filled, will go to the next state. When
to get
the Senators from the next State pre- ial delegates are now authorized vot-to began when Perkins attempted
possession of all the property by insent their credentials and are sworn debate, but are prohibited from
timidating Kubena and the widow of
be classified, by having ing.
in, they
"In the earlier days, time and again Attorney Knappe. Signs were posted
two papers placed in a ballot box
the delegates had to appeal to the on the doors of the homes of Mrs.
bearing the numbers of the two House to determine their
powers and Knappe and .r. Kubena, giving them
classes unfilled, and the Senators will
H. Sibley, then a twenty-fou- r
hours to leave the counstanding.
Henry
be assigned to classes in accordance
from Wisconsin, afterwards try on pain of ueath. The mandate
with the papers they draw. It will delegate
Governor of the State of Minnesota not being obeyed, the night riders
thus be seen that each slate will secured a memorable
ruling in 1S49 fired about twenty shots into the thin
draw a term expiring March 3, 1917, when he took
on the floor of board home of Mrs. Knappe
a"bout
charge
and the 1913 and 1915 terms will be the house, of the
of the bill to midnight with the evident intention
passage
a subject to lot or a gamble. Classithe Territory of Minnesota to kill the occupants. Mrs. Knappe
fications will not take place until the organize
"Sibley's right to make the neces was in bed at. the time, and escaped
Senators are sworn in.
sary motions
questioned, and he injury only because most of the shots
appealed to Speaker Robert C.
were fired a trifle high. The shooting
of Massachusetts. After a careTHE UNOFFICIAL MENTOR
up of the Knappe home was generally
of the
fm
authority under believed to be the work of an organitven the Czar of Kussia appreciates whichstudy
delegates sit in the House, and zation of night riders, all of whom
the value of publicity in American the
precedents which had governed were recent arrivals from Oklahoma.
is
It
in
newspapers.
unprecedented
their participation in its proceedings, Indictments followed
and the gun
Russian history that the Prime Minis
Winthrop permitted Delegate men found guilty. The state's case
ter of that great empire confides to a Speaker
Sibley to make the necessary motions. was in the hands of
Humphrey Hamil" 'It is clear that the
publication in the United States his
gentleman ton, prosecuting
views on a grave question of state, from Wisconsin has no
and the deattorney,
to
vote,'
right
fense was conducted by E. P. Davies
a question that involves a momentous
said speaker Winthrop.
"The chair of
Santa Fe, and Frank Jennings of
international problem, but today Co- has had some doubt whether the
gen Willard.
llier's publishes
the first authentic tleman has the
to make a mo
right
Two Postmasters Named.
presentation of Russia's official views tion.
It has,' however, been the union the abrogation by President Taft
President Taft has named Arthur J.
form practice in the House to allow
of the Russian Treaty of 183.2.
Matheny for postmaster at Melrose,
delegates to make motions.
and May Crawford,
Recently, Kaiser Wilhelm of Ger" 'The chair believes,
postmaster at
upon the Mesilla
many, also broke a precedent and per- whole, that
Park, N. M.
from territories
delegates
mitted a German diplomat to give could not subserve
the purposes for HARAHAN
FUNERAL AT
press, this which they are sent
through the American
here, unless they
time the Outlook, the German view of have the
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.
to
make
and
motions;
the difficulties in Morocco.
Presi as the lawright
does not expressly deny
One Son Too III in Chicago Hospital
dent, Cabinet ministers, and now em- them that right, the chair
is disposed
to Attend Obsequies of His
perors and kings, do not feel above to accord to them the
largest
liberty
Father.
making use of this method of reaching
"Most of the questions concerning
the people, for they all realize more the
(Bv Sneelnl Lenwl Wire to Now Mexlcanl
of
were
settled
lights
delegates
Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 25. Funeral
apd more, that public opinion is the long ago.
Practically all of the inter-mightiest force in the world today nal problems, concerning lands, home- - RprVlCPS for .TfllTlM T Warnhnn fnr.
mer president of the Ilinois cntral
and that it is the newspapers who
stead laws, settlers' rights, mining Tt,WrA
rL.hr. r..aB
1.
tmi
marsnall that force for or against a and
prospecting with which they were near Kimmunday, Illinois, will taKe
certain cause or for or against a cerformerly so intimately concerned have place here late this afternoon. A spetain individual.
into the hands of state dele cial train
conveying Mr. Harahan's
How picayune, therefore, the man gone
Within another year there body, arrived in Memphis today.
or the committee or the party, that gations.
will be marked changes in the characJ. Ogden Armour, Edward Morris,
seek to escape publicity, whose aims ter of the Territorial
delegation.
John Cudahy, George B. Swift, H. U.
and work are of such nature that
will
be
then
"It
distinctly the rep- Mudge, and James Patten will be honthey can not take the newspapers and X nited States.
Alaska and orary pall bearers.
the public into their confidence. The resentation of Already
f
the
people of the
The services will be conducted by
ideas have greatly broadened in late
Hawaii are clamoring for 'home rule.' Bishop Thomas F. Gailor of the Protyears as to what is the public's busi- The Philippines,
demand
in
the
in
for
estant Episcopal church of Tennesness and even the Supreme Court of
have many strong sup see, at the home of Captain W. B.
the United States is no longer above dependence,
porters in Congress. There are big
Mr. Harahan's father-in-lacountenancing the sending out, ahead insular problems
to be dealt with in Mr. Harahan's second son, J. T., Jr.,
a careful
of important decisions,
not distant future; and the dele- is ill in a
Chicago hospital, and was
statement of facts so that the public the
from the island possessions of unable to come. Interment will be
gates
learn
the
newspapers the United
may
through
an
im
will
States
play
deferred pending the arrival there of
what the issues at stake really are.
Mr. Harahan's daughters, Mrs. A.
Tt
no longer customary on part of portant part in their development
Nichol, and Mrs. A. X. Dale, who
officials to wait until an official act
THE KETTLE AND THE POT.
are in Europe.
is finally done or completed before
The Government
at Washington
announcing it, but to prepare the
ear, to sound the public, may very easily take too serious a ITALY AND FRANCE
public
KISS AND MAKE UP.
bv letting out beforehand to the press view of the troubles in Cuba. The
and through the press, news or state- suspicion may even be entertained
ments that prepare the public for the that the demand for intervention Turkish Doctors and Nurses Taken
comes from quarters which perceive
From Steamer Manouba to
final, accomplished fact.
Be Released.
the cautious oportunities for the investment of
The wise executive,
administrative servant, the man in fortunes in the smiling isle off the
Rome, Jan. 25. The France-Italiaofficial life who is in sympathy with Florida Keys.
the public, will make the greatest There is a good deal of turmoil in incident brought about by the seizure
at of Turkish doctors and nurses from
Tint io Cut,
employ the free columns offered him to Prhn it lo arimlttajl
employ the free columns of the public all peculiar in this respect? Mexico the French steamer Maniuba by Italpress, and will reap results from such! has recently completed a revolution, ian warships is practically closed.
The only question now being dis- course that will, if nothing else, save! and practically all the South and Cen-hiAmerican republics have lately pnsspd is that of finding a method by
many misunderstandings, many
aa annoyance, many an attack caused dabbled in war after their humorous, which the Turkish prisoners can? be
by the spreading of false gossip, when somnolent fashion This is going no released or delivered to the French
the true tory should have been an-- further than the territory to which authorities.
n

to-b-

semi-publi- c

s

ii

a close, militant, aggressive organization and publicity.
The rule of
reason was applied to the Standard
Oil Company, and this was done to
meet the business exigencies of that
If the courts
great organization.
will not apply the same rule when
the little fellow is concerned, let all
the little fellows get together and
make a tremendously big fellow, and
then he can apply the 'rule of reason."

1

e

Sena-;"tor-

one-hal-

one-thir- d

e

-

e

Jo-sia-

s

Win-tbro-

far-of-

Mai-lcr-

DUKE RIDES

IN

CAB OF LOCOMOTIVE.

Takes Seat Beside Engineer

in Trip

Under Hudson and Across the
New Jersey Meadows.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
New York, Jan. 25. The Duke of
Connaught, accompanied by Colonel
Lowther, his secretary, left for Washington on the Pennsylvania railroad
a: 1 : 10 o'clock.
The Duke abandoned
his private
car, "signed" for the cab of the electric locomotive just before the train
siarted, and rode beside the engineer
under the Hudson and across the
New Jersey meadow s to make a transfer, eleven miles out. There a steam
locomotive replaced the electric enthe prigine, and the Duke
vate car. He was accompanied only
by his secretary.
During his ride in
the locomotive, the Duke interviewed
the engineer at length and seemed
greatly interested in the mechanism
of the big engine.
Duke Calls on President.
Washington, D. C, Jan 25. The
Duke of Connaught arrived in Washt
ington at 4:18 p. m. He was greeted by the British ambassador and Ma
jor A. W. Butt, the President's personal aide, and taken in the White
House Automobile to the British Embassy.
Later he was escorted to the White
House to cal. on the President.
Li
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RATES MUST BE RAISED
TO KEEP CONTRACTS.
Dy

End of 1914, Modern Woodmen,
Could Meet Little More than .
Half of Risks.

FIRST

OF SANTA FE

(By Special Leased VTtt-- to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Jan. 5. Delegates to
the convention of the Modern Woodmen of America who oppose the revision upwards of the organization's
insurance rates, planned to open their
fight on the floor late today. J. 1.
Sundeen of Minneapolis, was scheduled to make the first address in behalf of the "Insurgent Faction." Officials of the organization,
including
tl'.ose who favor raising the rates,
concluded, their addresses to the
meeting today. James F. FJgan of the
Acturial offices in Rock Island Illinois, said: "If we go on at the present rale of insurance, at the end of
1914, we will find ourselves with more
than $500,000,000 insurance in force
and we will be unable to care for
more than $275,000,000 of our con-

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
,

ng

money-transmitti-

tracts.
HOTEL CLERK TESTIFIES
BEFORE GRAND

BANK

NATIONAL

R.

JURY.

J.

PALEN,

J.

President.

He Tells of Visit of Labor Leaders to
St. Louis to Plan Dynamite
Outrage.

Cashier.
Assistant

B. READ.

F. McKANE,

L. A. HUGHES,

X PAID

4?

ON TIME DEPOSITS

'.By Special Leased tvim to New Mexican)
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 25. Frank

Schilling, a St. Louis hotel clerk, was
called before the federal grand jury
iu the investigation of the dynamite
conspiracy today to tell about a meeting of labor leaders in St. Louis, in
1910, when a conference of American
Federation of Labor officials was held.
Olaf A. Eveitmoei an official of the
California building trades council,
now under indictment, and J. J.
were then in St. Louis. At
this time, according to Ortie McManu
gal, McNamara learned of labor conditions on the Pacific coast and said
"something must be done out there."
Subsequently McManigal was sent to
California, and his visit resulted in
p;ans to blow up the Llewellyn iron
works.

:

Cashier.

How About That Fire Insurance?-

-

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

Think About It!

--

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

ITALY GIVES MEXICAN
AMBASSADOR RECEPTION.
Francisco de la Barra Tenders
Thanks for Participation in

Don

THE PALACE

HOTELS

AND

Exposition.
'.By SpeoiM Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rome, Jan. 25. Don Francisco de la

THE MONTEZUMA

Barra, the special ambassador from
Now Under the Same Management.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Mexico, with the members of his
suite, drove today to the Quirinal in
gala carriages sent from the royal The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
stables. He was received by. King
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Victor Emmanuel, to whom he presented the thanks of the president of
Rooms.
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
the Mexican republic as well as of Large Sample
the Mexican people for the participation of Italy in the centennial celebration of Mexican independence In

Coronado Restaurant

1910.

showed
Victor Emmanuel
great interest in and an intimate
knowledge of Mexican affairs. He
has invited Senor de la Barra to a
state dinner ?t the palace this evenKing

Short Orders run Day

Regular Meals

& Night.

25c

,

RAILROAD RATE EXPERTS
MEET IN CONVENTION.
Rating on More Than Five Thousand
Articles to Be Changed by
New Classification.
,By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican I
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 25. Railroad
rate experts from six middle western
states composing a special committee of the National Industrial Traffic
League, met here today to discuss
the rate ruling known as Western
Classification No. 51 which is to go
into effect on February 15.
The ruling affects all railroads between the Mississippi river and the
Pacific seaboard. It submitted more
than 1,700 subjects recommending
changes in ratings on about 5,000 articles. A hearing as to the advisability of suspending the classification,
to which many Western shippers have
objected, will be conducted before the
Interstate Commerce Commission sitting in Chicago, January 29.

Furnished rooms in connection.'

ing.
GOVERNOR OSBORN COMES
OUT FOR ROOSEVELT.
Consents to Act on Committee

certain Sentiment

of

to

& Cold

::

::

222 San Francisco Street

Baths.

Electric Lights

G. LL'PE

HERRERA,

Prep)

As-

Nation on

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

Presidency.
(Bv Sppclal

Rot

leased

Wire to New Mexican)
Mich., Jan. 25. Governor

Lansing,
in answering a query from
the Nw York Times today, announcer! himseif tor Roosevelt for Presi
dent. In the message the governor
slid: "1 am for Roosevelt for President, first, last and all the time.
Roosevelt sentiment predominates in
Michigan."
Governor Osborn accepted an appointment on the committee being or
of
ganized by Alexander H. Revell
Chicago to ascertain the Roosevelt
sentiment prevailing throughout the
country.

For hira at papular arioea Vuggles and aaddla heraas.
COKRICK'S

MACK

UE

THEODORE C0RRICK,

Phena Hack

Prtf . $

132.

GRIFFITH
Makes Men's Fine

Dress Shoes
TKD-Griffili-

CENSUS BUREAU ON
COTTON DISTRIBUTION.

JSBOE

i

Vdenvis

Shoe Ca

MANUFACTURERS

VV

f

ELEVATOR OF MALTING
COMPANY IS BURNED.

Over Five Million Bales of Last Year's
Crop Have Been Exported
Thus Far.
,
Chicago Has $200,000 Fire Caused by
a Terrific Explosion Early
(By Special Ltasert Wire to New Mexican)
Today.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 25. The
Census Bureau's report on the supply
Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Chicago, 111., Jan. 25. Fire, which and distribution of cotton for th6 four
followed a terrific explosion,
the months period, ended December 31, is
cause of which is unknown, destroyed as follows:
the elevator of the Acme Malting
Total, 14,947,086 bales.
Supply:
Stocks held at the beginning period,
Company at Bloomingdale road, and
North Forty-FiftAvenue here early 1.375,031 bales.
today.
Ginnings, 13,545,703 bales.
Net imports, 26,354 bales.
Officers of the company said the
loss would be $200,000. The building
Distribution:
5,350,380.
Exports,
was 120 feet long, fifty feet wide, and Consumption,
In cotton
1,637,198.
In all other states,
100 feet high. The elevator contain- states, 824,974.
ed much grain.
812,221.
Stocks held at end of period, 7,959,-896- ;
The detonation was heard several
miles.
Tons of grain and parts of
by manufacturers, 1,311,596; in
the wrecked building were thrown cotton states, 679,822; in all other
high in the air. It was reported that states, 651.744; in independent
a number of employes had been killed
in cotton states,
3,675,783;
but no bodies wer3 found.
192,685; elsewhere, 2,952,207.

3ur $4 Shoe Equals Any
""iw j onoe maae

KTTt Griffith's

h

warehouse,

GOVERNOR BROWN IS
INAUGURATED AT ATLANTA.
His Second Term Follows His First,
After Brief Interval of Hoke
Administration,

Try a New Mexican Want Ad, It
brings results.

I

Very Serious

T

I

UNITED STATES
STARTED
lMii.U.1

Black-draugRUMPUS.

Continued from Page One.
Foreign Relations committee's request
for information concerning the recent
dispatch of American troops to
China, made a report to the
today stating the President had
acted under the rights granted by. the
protocol of 1901.:

WE WARRANT THKM

EVKRY

PAIR HAS THII

WWrxr

SHOE. SAL
Biggest slaughter sale ever pulled off in this city
BOYS' AND MEN'S SHOES
For two weeks only to make room
for Spring Stock

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. ,. 25 Joseph M. 8 It is a very serious matter to ask
Brown was inaugurated governor of
for one medicine and have the
Georgia today. This is Brown's sec- n wrong one given you. For this R
ond term, the brief tenure of Hoke B reason we
urge you in buying . to H
Smith, who resigned to become Unito get the genuine
ed States Senator, intervening between the two Brown administrations.

n

'

St

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X.

ht

At Cost All Standard Lines
BELOW COST ALL ODD SIZES AND STYLES

If you do not need them now it will pay you to buy and hold
them. All sales on these SPECIAL PRICES are for

Liver MedlcinexvM'

ii
II

The reputation of this old, relia-oie meaicine, tor constipation, indigestion and liver trouble, is firtn-l-y
established. It does not imitate
other medicines. It is bettet than
others, or it would not be the favorite liver powder, with a larger
sale than ell others combined.
SOLD IN TOWN
F2B

:

SPOT CASH ONLY.

B.

TONNI ES

204 West Palace Avenue.

a

I

I

II
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UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL

&

50,000 00

Dees a General Banking

.

Business

B. LAUGH LIN,

President

Hake the best of everything;
Think the best of everybody;
Hope the best for yourself.

terday.
Architect I. H. Rann lias retnrnpd
from a business trip to Trinidad and
.

Established

1856..

1903.

Incorporated

GOING AT CO T
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Ladies',
I
Misses' and
Children's
1

I

Suits and Coats.

Tailor-Mad- e

SWEATERS
P.

$

J

nnMPANY
UVMIII fill I

::::::

SELIGMAN
O. Box, 219.

0

Phone

36

WANTED

it

FURNISHED

f

Katon.
Elias Clark, the merchant at Alcal
de, Rio Arriba county, is a visitor in
the Capital.
Lorenzo Delgado, an efficient court
house official at Las Vegas, is e visitor in the Capital.
Usque Tudesque, clerk of the school
board of Lamy, was a visitor yesterday in the Capital.
Jose Torres of Socorro, member of
the Republican state central committee, is a guest at the Coronado.
Former V. S. Senator Frank P.
Flint of Los Angeles, passed Lamy
last night on his way to Washington.
Captain Fred Fornoff of u.e territorial mounted police, has returned from
Estancia, where he attended court.
William J. Mills,
of
New Mexico, arrived in Santa Fe last
night from his home in Las Vegas.
Attorney M. T. Dunlavy is expected
home today from Estancia where he
has been attending to court business.
' G.
F. Murray, of the Santa Barbara
ole and Tie Company at Hodges,
Taos county, is a guest at the Montezuma.
Tomas Ortiz, a ranchman from
was in the city yesterdav trans
acting business with the local mer-

Manicuring,

HOUSES

f

ft

SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

119 San Francisco St

showing of Embroideries for Spring

ADVANCE

Batiste and ;Swiss Flouncings,
Bandings.

Toile-du-Nor-

Amoskeag

d,

All

All-ove-

rs

fresh, new goods.

and Zephyr Ginghams

Particularly Suited for Wash Dresses at the

H. GERDES
CASH STORE, JULIUS
San Francisco St.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Kay us a

visit ere making your selection. Our prices are
always as low as the lowest.

Reliable Jeweler

H . C. YONTZ,

San Franciso

Street

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

Buckwheat Cakes and

s

Practical

and
lengths.

You will

PLAIDS,

be delighted

with the price.
ALL-OVER-

Now

BANDINGS,

your Spring SewiHg. Many
new suggestions here.

MEDALLIONS,
TRIMMINGS,

the the time to plan

is

i;

"C-B- "
A LA SP1R1TE CORSETS are giving such
unbounded satisfaction, we have decided to close out at once all
odds and ends of the Jacksons. Prices speak for themselves :

AS OUR

Corsets that

we sold

now going at $ .80
"
1.00

for SI.25

"
"

Corsets
Corsets

1.75

"

2.00

1.25

at 15 cents.
WAISTS to sell
of
have
these
got to hurry.
yon
any

A few

If you

to-d- ay

Exclusive ROYAL TAILOR

Dealers.

want

Cl

W. N. T0WNSEND &

The PRICE MAKER of the City

HOMES FOR SALE
We are offering two COMPLETE MODERN
HOMES in State Capital at exceptional prices.
It will pay you to make inquiry about them.

JOSEPH

B.

.'

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City BankBuilding, Santa Fe, N. M.

FINE DRES S SILKS

8

SEE DISPLAY

Petticoats $2,65

All Silk
ADOLF

Monday, January 29

SELIGMAN

DRY

White Enamel

THE

Self-Risin-

Up

GOODS

GO.

MISSOURI

Glfll

THE

THE

SWELLEST FURNITURE

AKERS-WAGNE-

R

UNDERTAKING

YOU

CAN

BUY.

FURNITURE AND
COMPANY.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

Prices...50c,

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Furniture

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT

'ZEKE" and

5

Room

Had one in the window and sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.

Pure Maple Syrup

S.

Bed

Phone. Black 204.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen !
You

Servic-abl- e

CALICO,

Maple Syrup

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
5

New Clean Goods.

ELK'S THEATRE

Two-Poun- d

EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
ruis. II1Q I1UL.IUAI SCASU1

SCRIMS,

POPLINS,

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Aunt Jemima's

THE GIFT STORE

2

8

S.

ESTATE.

Remnants.

to

PERCALES,

,,

4'!iUch-trr'-

INSURANCE,

many short lengths of

j

'

C. WATSON & CO.
10.
I

If you will look in at OUR SPECIAL SALES
COUNTER this week, you will acknowledge as
much. Our profits are sacrificed to make room
for SPRING GOODS that will soon begin to
arrive. We are making a clean up now on

Massaging,

I

FOR RENT

1

E) Paso, arrived in the city last night served as
sparring partner for his
and registered at. the Palace.
men. While he was thoroughly famiA. B. Stroup, of Albuquerque,
who liar with
aspect of the sport,
vas a candidate for the office of state defending every
it staunchly and advancing
superintendent of public instruction, its interests in every possible way,
arrived in the city last night.
Delaney was not heavily interested
State Senator Gregory Page, of Gal- financially and
rarely made large bets.
of
member
state
the
lup,
Republican
Delaney bad been iil for several
from McKinley months and his death was not unexcentral committee
county, is a guest at the Palace.
pected.
Miss Louise Dockweiler, teacher in
While on a visit to the east last
the public school of Rio Tesuque, was
he contracted a severe
cold
year
in the city yesterday on business with which
developed complications that
the county school superintendent.
caused his death.
Judge A. B. Fall, attorney and ReBody Will Be Cremated.
publican leader from Three Rivers,
The funeral will be held Saturday
Otero county, arrived in the city last
and the body will be cremated.
Denight and is a guest at the Palace.
Mrs. Gilbert Scudder of Jamaica, laney leaves a widow and two sisters,
the latter living in Xew York slate.
Long Island, N. Y., is visiting friends
I
in Mexico City according to reports The immediate cause of death was a
received by her friends in this city, disorder of the liver.
Probate Judge Canuto Alarid pass
chants.
ed his 38 birthday yesterday and is LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS ASK
C. F. Dallas, of the boiler works still
FOR INCREASED WAGES.
setting type as rapidly as his
of Babcock and Wilcox of Jersey younger members at the case.
in
City left the city last night for Baton
Eastern Territory to
N. F. Gallegos of Gallegos, Union Advance
Rouge.
Range From Ten to Twenty-fiv- e
county, is in the Capital to attend the
Juan Manuel Angel, a ranchman of
Per Cent.
01 the Republican State CenCow Springs, southern Santa Fe coun- meeting
tral Committee of which he is a memty, traded with the local merchants ber.
(Br Snoct"! T,ras"rl Wire to Xew Mexican)
New York, Jan. 25. Locomotive
yesterday.
C.
of
E.
Cramp'on
Raton, member engineers in all quarters in the eastRemigio Rodriguez, a ranchman liv-- '
of the Republican State Central Com- ern
ing in Cuba, Sandoval county, was
territory have made demands for
mittee from Colfax county, arrived a general increase in wages ranging
in Santa Fe yesterday
transacting in the
city last evening. He is at the frcm 15 to 23 per cent. The demands
business.
involve aH roads east of Chicago, and
George Stetson, a traveling sales Palace.
James H. McHughes, custodian of north of the line of the Norfolk and
the Boston and New Mexico mines at hv's!Frn raihva' an(1 of tne ohio riv- TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Cash Entry, near Cerrillos, and former er. The object is to standardize the
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine city marshal,
left the city yesterday wage scale on all lines in this terriTablets.
Druggists refund money if for the mines.
tory as was done by the trainmen and
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigconductors in 1!)10.
A.
Edward
a
member
Mann,
Judge
nature is on each box. 25c.
The General Managers' Association
of the executive committee of the Rehas been asked to appoint a commitpublican state central committee, is
of
in the city to attend the meetings of tee to negotiate with a committee
brotherhood.
the
1
the committee today.
j
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment,
Railroad men believe the time is inM.
S.
Corporation Commissioner
opportune and are inclined to think
of
Groves
Carlsbad, arrived this noon that the railroads will not grant the
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness'
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,: to attend the meeting of the Republi- demands.
facial lines, absolutely removed. All can central committee on which he
kinds of hair work done.
represents Eddy county.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
T. C. Bogy, one of the directors of
343 San Francisco St. the Norton Pratt Company,
Phone 5075
cotton
lndioAi Awk your l'ruirirlwt for i
dealers of Memphis, Tenn., arrived
Diamond Tirnd
I'MIh in Itt d and Hold m?tallicV
in Santa Fe last evening
from his
tmxes, sealed with Blue Rihhon. V
- lti.tr of inn.. V
TLa n ..th.home in Los Angeles.
Irneir"t. AskforM'M'iriiK-TERlHAilOM ltKAM PILI.N, for Sft
H.
KAUNE
GO. Benito Lujan, a ranchman of
as
known
Best, Safest, Always Icliaolv
years
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
northern Santa Fe county,
passed through the city with two wagons loaded with fruit for the markets
of Cerrillos and Madrid.
Frank A. Hubbell of Albuquerque,
member of the Republican state central committee from Bernalillo county, arrived in the Capital last night
and is a guest at the Palace.
J. R. Streicher, member of the ReFRED RAYMOND'S
Committee
publican State Central
from Colfax county, arrived in Santo
Everlasting Domestic Comedy Success
Rain
Fe
from
home
his
last
evening
The January Breakfast Menu
ton and registered at the Palace.
is hardly complete without
H. D. Bowman, the Las Cruces
Buckwheat Cakes and Maple
banker and Republican leader, came
We have the Genuine New
up this noon to attend the meeting
York (First Prize) Buckwheat
of the Republican central committee.
If
Flour in bulk.
you prefer
He has also the Oscar Lohman proxy.
g,
we recom- the
Charles Springer, of Cimarron, Colmend
fax county, member of the executive
committee of the RepuDliean State
Central Committee, arrived in the city
last night and is a guest at the Palace.
In
Packages.
Miss Josie Lujan of this city, ac
cepted an appointment to teach inj
the public school of Glorieta. She
A Tale of Joy, Sorrow and Amusement
left the city yesterday accompanied
of Simple Country Folks!
by her mother and opened school
" MONARCH " BRAND
there today.
HANDSOMELY STAGED!
H. W. wark of Las Vegas, secrePacked at Burlington, Vermont.
of
Central
State
the
CLEVERLY PORTRAYED!
Republican
tary
Also have
Commitee, arrived in- Santa Fe last
"CANE AND MAPLE SYRUP." evening and will attend the meeting A Score of Original Musica
of the commitee today. He is stopFeatures and Bright
ping at the Palace.
SANTA CRUZ jHONEY,
Specialties I
The Hon. J. E. Clark,
superintendent of public instruction,
In Comb or Strained.
J
la in the city with County SuperinCome and Laugh with
tendent C. C. Hill, and with the latter
"DAISY"
will visit the public schools of the
edtwo
week.
The
Pecos valley this
H.
KAUNE
GO. ucators left this morning for points
75c. & $1.00
down the valley. They expect to be
gone for several days and during thi3
time will visit a goodly number of
at Fischer's Drwu Store on
the schools of this section of Chaves Seats on Sale
Saturday, January 27th.
county. Roswell News.

I

Monej Given Away!

j

j

Gallup, is in Sant-- ie today.
Jacob Murry, a ranchman
livinc
rear V'illard, is in the city on busi
ness.
Teodocio Romero, a ranchman liv
ing near Stanley, was in the city yes-

STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

PAGE FIVE

li. S. Phillips, the lumberman from Eilly Delaney Coached Some of the
Rio Arriba county, is a vis-- ;
Ti
World's Most Famous,
itor to the city and a guest at the
Fighters.
.Montezuma.
J. S. Black, editor of ih" A!buquor-- j (By FpTiai T.pasrei wire tn Now Mexican)
!que Morning Journal, arrived in thej Oakland. (','!.. Jan. IT.. William F.
city last evening and registered at Delaney. the famous trainer, dicQ last
the Palace.
'night. Delaney trained many of the
State Senator Charles P. Downs, of most prominent fighters of the hist
Alamogordo, member of the Republi- IT, years, including Johnson, Jeffries,
can state central committee, is a Corbet t, Jimmy Brut, Choynski and
Kaufman.
guest at the Palace.
W. C. Black, of Denver, superinHe trained Johnson for his chamtendent of the Postal Telegraph Com- pionship light with Jeffries at Reno,
pany, left. Santa Fe yesterday after- and was also instrumental in arrangnoon for Albuquerque.
ing the match and backing the colColonel Venceslao .laramillo, Repub- ored fighter.
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Governor W. C. McDonald
Contributes Article to
Red Book
MIGHTY

GOOD

ADVERTISING

Prospects Are for a Great,
perous, Rich Commonwealth.
Governor

V.

Pros-

season which is announced

for Janu-

ary 20, will be hailed with delight by
the numerous theater-goer- s
who have
so long contended that this attraction
is the greatest of all comedies and
that "ZEKE" and "DAISY" are the
funniest of all stage characters.
The company this season is said to
be even stronger than when the play-

-

dustry.
The new state has a very great
area of farming land now awaiting development. There is water available
for the irrigation of at least 4.000,000
acres of land. Of this total, less than
500,000 acres are now being cultivatin
ed. The opportunities extended
the development of this irrigable area
are exceptionally attractive. There
8 re literally millions of acres in the
state which may be cultivated to certain classes of crops without irrigation.
New Mexico has enormous coal
areas. There are many millions of
feet of standing timber of excellent
grade which may be cut and manu
factured without in any way deplet
ing our forests or endangering our
watersheds. Metal mining, while in
the infancy of its development, has
advanced sufficiently to prove beyond
all question that New Mexico very
shortly will take its place as one of
the most important of the mineral
producing states. Our live stock industry, for many years the principal
industry in the country and only recently forced into second place by
agriculture, is alone sufficient to support a great population in peace and
plenty.
New Mexico over its whole area is
blessed with a magnificent climate. It
Is a climate not only conducive to the
greatest degree of health, but it is immediately helpful in agriculture, stock
growing and all other industries. The
growing seasons are long, the winters
is possible
are mild, work
through practically the entire year,
thus giving the farmer a great advantage in time available for cultivating
his land. New Mexico has been well
named "the Sunshine State."
New Mexico has no desire to hold
out false hopes to the homeseeker
and investor. The truth is good
erough. Success here, as elsewhere,
requires hard work and perseverance.
Put, given these elements, we believe
that greater rewards may he had in
the new state than in any other field
a? this time.
The people of New Mexico are
prosperous and happy. Social conditions are pleasant. Our
towns and our compact irrigated districts afford all the conveniences and
comforts of the more highly developed
sections of the country. Our educational system is complete and will be
improved to meet every demand upon
it. The new state enters the Union in
excellent financial condition. We are
fully prepared for the great period of
industrial development which we are
sure is immediately before us.
HONEY AND TAR COMPOUND.
is a reliable family medicine, (rive it
to your children and take it yourself
when you feel a cold coming on. It
checks and cures coughs and colds
FOLEY'S

The very commnu practice of sowing flax or some oiher crop on newly
broken land has apparently grown in
favor during receni years, owing no
doubt to the great increase in the
growing of that crop. The practice
oftentimes relieves the struggling
"This getting marriec."
remarked
farmer who is beginning work on the
homestead, but it is not the best j rourjg Mrs. Allison, isn't al! that it's
to be!" She picked up her
thing that can be done for the future allied up
production of the land. This at least embroidery and resumed operations en
is true, where the normal precipita i large bluo but;.-- lly.
The other
looked
embroiderers
tion is low, as low say as 10 to 12
shocked, with the exception of the
inches.
When a crop of Max or wheat or iiuffy- haired blonde, who giggled apother grain crop is taken from land! preciatively. "Is Fred developing dysthe season that it has been broken, pepsia?" she inquired with mirthful
liii opportunity is Riven for moisture solicitude.
"My denr!" cried young
to go down into the dry subsoil to Mrs. Allison, with
protest.
moisten it. The crop may absorb it all 'Fred can eat. anything, I'm happy to
in a dry year ami then not have say. I ran completely out of ideas
enough to perfect Its growth. In sucb about meals day before yesterday, so
instances the grower usually is anx I had fried soles for dinner, to break
ious to follow with another crop the the monotony of steak and chops and
next year, and to obtain it he may roast and chops and roast and steak,
simply disc the land. The second crop and roast and steak "
If indeed one can be taken from the
"That will do!" sternly interrupted
land that year, in turn takes all the the young matron with auburn hair.
moisture of that season, none is let) "That way lies madness. Some of us
for the soil, much less for the subsoil; are housekeepers ourselves, you may
hence the subsequent cropping for a remember."
time is much liable to be attended
"And," went on young Mrs. Allison,
with disaster. If the first plowing han meekly, "Fred ate his sole with posbeen shallow, the condition will be fur itive enjoyment, though I couldn't
ther aggravated.
even bend my own. No, Fred is not
The necessities of the newcomer in dyspeptic."
very many instances compel him tc
"Well, then," said the fluffy haired
adopt some such course in order, that blonde, "he must be getting the e.lub
he may get means that will enable him habit."
to carry on his work. Hut many adopt
"Wrong!" said young Mrs. Allison
this method because they are anxious
"Fred doesn't belong to a
to get a quick return for their outlay promptly.
club except the Beelhoveu. He
single
without being compelled to farm thus. hates smoke and he likes
and
There Is no question that it is not the he thinks that men's clubswomen,
are little
best method to adopt. It would be short of
relatively clean pigpens.
better in the end to allow the land to Guess
again."
lie idle during all the first summer,
thus giving time for moisture to go
"Well," said the fluffy haired blonde
down into the subsoil. With some reserve of moisture in the soil, better after a judicial pause, "there are only
crops may be grown, at least in the three causes that make a happy married woman sore on matrimony, if you
future that immediately follows.
The benefit from having a store of will pardon the phraseology. They are
moisture in the subsoil in a dry season dyspepsia, jealousy and lack of money.
A small Is lack of money the canker that's
cannot be overestimated.
amount of such moisture may save a eating the blush from your damask
j
crop. The rainfall during the growing cheek, or words to that effect?"
Mrs. Allison shook her head again,
period may be only enough to carry
the crop on to the earing stage. One emphatically. "Nobody has enough
more inch of rain would make the money," she said with conviction. ' But
crop and it does not come. If in the that's the least of my troubles, and
absence of that inch of rain there was I have as much money as is good for
reserve moisture in the soil, the crop me, no doubt. Besides, a woman's a
would be carried to completion.
fool to let money worry her, if it's
only a matter of luxuries."
The fluffy haired blonde nodded asSOIL MULCH OF IMPORTANCE
sent. "Right you are," she said. "And,
fools
In what's more, there are fewer
Slow
Rather
Cultivate
Early
than people would believe when it
as
the
Increasing
Depth
Spring,
comes to that. But whatever is the
the Season Advances.
trouble, Celeste?"
(By PROF. A. M. TKN EYCK, Kansas.l
Young Mrs. Allison sighed lugubri- Mellow soil is not as good a con- ously. "What 1 object to in matri
ductor of heat as firm soil. A thick mony," she explained, jabbing her
mulch of mellow soil should permit needle vigorously into the left wing
less heat to enter the soil than a thin of the blue insect, "is this sensation of
mulch. However, the thin mulch may permanence.
Married people feel so
be as effective a covering for retain- disgustingly settled in life, and I
ing the heat in the soil as a thick loathe feeling settled."
mulch. The results of the recent soil
Every one smiled.
temperature studies at the Kansas
"Well, times are changing," remark4his
statement.
station support
ed the auburn haired matron, with a
A deep soil mulch is not necessary
of scorn. "Do you notice
for conserving the soil moisture early suggestion
married people feeling so dreadfully
In the spring, when the air is moist
settled these days?"
and the weather relatively cool; hence
"I mean decent people, of course,"
the plan to cultivate rather shallow
corrected young Mrs. Allison concisely.
Increase
the
and
in
the
spring
early
The sense of
hopelessly settled
depth of cultivation as the season ad- descends uponbeing
you when you come
in
the season,
vances, because late
down to breakfast the first morning
during the hot, dry days of July and after
your honeymoon trip is over, and
August, the soil will dry rapidly, and
a deeper soil mulch is required to it continues with you from that time
conserve the moisture and prevent the on. W7hen I go to the matinee, or to
teas, or to the settlement, guild, or
surface from becoming too hot.
anywhere like that, and see a lot of
and
recommendation
is
My
practice
to cultivate rather shallow early in girls of just my own age, whom I
the spring, increasing the depth of went to school with, and who haven't
the cultivation as the season advances. married old maids like you" she inAt the last cultivation when the corn dicated the fluffy haired blonde, who
"and soo
Is laid by It should be cultivated as rose and bowed profoundly
deeply as possible without destroying how positively juvenile and effervesthe main lateral roots of the corn. cent they look, and how delightfully
These lie usually about four inches unsettled they are In their attitude tobelow the surface, midway between ward the world, I get pessimistic, that's
all. I say to myself: 'Brace up, Cecorn.
the rows in surface-planteThe corn roots gradually approach leste! You're a married woman, so
the surface near the root stock, which hurry home or Fred will be there
corn first, and will wonder what keeps
requires that surface-planteshould not be cultivated too close to you. "
the hill at the last cultivation. From
the study of corn roots made at the
"I tell you," went on young Mrs. AlKansas experiment station it appears lison, "you can just reverse what ihe
that the roots of listed corn lie deeper old negro mammy said about spinster-hoo- d
in the soil than the roots of surface-plante- d
and apply It to matrimony. Tse
corn.
done hyar'd,' she said, 'as hit ain't so
bad when yo' quit strugglin'.' "
ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.
Everybody laughed and young Mrs.
Allison joined in doubtfully.
Never cut a limb from a fruit
"By the way, Celeste," remarked the
tree unles you know Just why you fluffy haired blonde abruptly, "you aldo it
ways used to go south with the Mer-rit- s
If the rabbits have only gnawed
to stay through January. You'll
the outer bark, wrap the wound with go this year, I suppose?"
cloth.
"I should say not," answered young
Diversified gardening is the safest Mrs. Allison heatedly.
"Do you supcourse for growers supplying local pose I'd go away for a whole month
markets.
ind leave Fred, when he simply couldn't
"It is a bad mistake to neglect an go, no matter how badly he might want
orchard when it is not producing a to? Why, what an idea! Are you
crop of fruit.
crazy?"
Seed potatoes, like table stock,
There was another chorus of laughshould be stored as cold as possible ter.
without frost.
"Oh, well," conceded young Mrs. AlA bruised potato is a short-livelison with a smile, "one might as well
potato. Handle them carefully, as if make the best of one's troubles."
they had feeling.
lime be in earth
If
Credit Belongs to Aldrlch.
in which plants are potted It will
There is no danger that the Aldrlch
keep worms away.
An experienced pruner notes the di- plan will be rushed through without
and hearing every view that may be exrection of growing branches
pressed from any source. In the Alprunes accordingly.
Put the potatoes designed for seed drlch plan, however, congress has
definite on which to work,
purposes in barrels or bins where something
anil the former senator from Rhode
from
the
can
be
light.
kept
they
Prune out old canes and raspberries Island should have credit for his conand burn them. scientious work in giving tangibility
and blackberries,
or four shoots. to the general movement for moneto
three
hills
the
Thin
Post.
Cultivate, and add some manure to tary reform. Washington

one can afford a brief holiday with
"ZEKE" and "DAISY."
The play is an American comedy of
the better sort, with music, singing
and dancing interspersed, and
the
whole production is in keeping with
the high standard of excellence that
has always characterized Fred Raymond's attractions
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DISTINCT IMPROVEMENT IN
GOT
TONE OF STOCK MARKET.

Trading However Continued to
Professional Rather Than for

J.I....I...

J

Be

Investment.
(By Special L,eased TVlre to New Mexican)
New York, Jan. 25 The tone of the
stock market
improved
IgpiiCtly
this morning. The change resulted
largely from increased buying of the
leading railroad
stocks, although
various industrials reflected a brisk
While the market showed
inquiry.
more life than on recent days, trading was still largely professional and
fluctuations of some stocks showed
the results of manipulation.
Announcement that the Pennsylvania system was to purchase 150,000
tons of rails during the current year
vas a factor in bringing about the
better feeling. Short covering sent
up Reading and Union Pacific.
In the last two minutes Reading
broke more than a point from its
highest and St. Paul declined to
108

Business contracted after the more
urgent short covering had been completed, but prices did not yield much
and there were enough independent
movements among the specialties to
maintain a generally strong tone.
St. Paul became very quiet. Ameri-

can Tobacco rose 10 points to 260.
Bonds were firm and active.
Dullness invited profit taking and
as the decline failed to bring sufficient buying to steady the market,
bear operations began to put out
stocks.
Speculative operations were almost
suspended as the hour approached
for the St. Paul directors to meet for
consideration of the dividend. Fluctuations accordingly were of a nominal character, but the undertone of
the market was good.
The market closed irregular.
No information regarding the dividend action on St. Paul was received
before the session ended.
St. Paul was lifted in the last few
minutes to 109
its best price and
firmness was disclosed by other important stocks.
Closing Quotations.
New York, Jan. 25. Call money
Sil;
2
Prime paper
Mexican dollars 47; Copver 57
per 13.9014; Tin 43.5044.50; Lead
4
404.50; Amalgamated 641-2- ; Sug1061-2- ;
Atchison
Great
ar 115
New York Central
Northern 130
117
108
Pacific
Northern
Southern Pacific
Reading 155
1101-4- ;
Union Pacific 167
Steel,
661-8- ;
Steel pfd. 1111-4- .
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THE OVERALLS

Advertising
by an Inexperienced German Merchant That Disof Goods.
posed of

Good

Over-Suppl- y

The following story is told by E. F.
Treftz, the Chicago advertising expert. Treftz was stopping over for
Beveral hours in a small town
in
Iowa on one occasion, when he ran
across the German proprietor of a
merchandise store who had been talk
ed into buying $900 worth of overalls
by a Chicago drummer.
"I'm swamped with overalls and
tan't sell them," said the proprietor
to Treftz. "That drummer just talked
me into buying, when I didn't want all
he sold me. They say you're an exTell me what to
pert in advertising.

io."

"As I was going to be in the town
couple of hours, I admitted I was
Bomethlng of an expert," continued
Treftz. "I told him to do a lot of advertising in the town's paper. He said
he was running a couple of inches in
the paper at a rate of $9.58 a year. I
advised him to take a page every day
for four days. My German friend replied the expense would be too much,
as the rate per page was $8. Changing bis mind, he said he would try
It, and then he wanted me to write
his advertisement.
I declined, telling
him I did not know his public. I advised him to write out something just
the same as if he were trying to make
in overall sale to a customer across
the counter. A few days later I got a
copy of the paper containing his first
page ad. It occupied a small space in
the center of the page and was to the
point. It read:
"'A slaughter of overalls! I have
$900 of the goods, which must be
Bold at once at a great
sacrifice!
Ninety cents a pair! The seat in
them will last longer than your
own ! ' "
Treftz said he was curious to know
bow the German fared with his first
page ads and was about to write to a
banker friend in the little town when
the mail brought him a letter from
the fellow. It was to the effect that
he had sold out his overall stock to
the last pair on the fifth day, and
greatly regretted that he had not
made the price a dollar instead of 99
cents.

31-24-

There Is no limit to the life
of newspaper advertising, If It
be rightly done.

d

d

Not What He Expected.
"Darling," he murmured, "whatever
Induced you to care for a fellow like
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
me."
rlways give utlsfaciion because they
"I really don't know, George," she
i' ways do the work. J. T. Shelnut,
replied. "Pa threatens to send me to
Bremen, Ga., says: "I have used Foley n brain
Boston Evening
specialist."
Kidney Pilln with great satisfaction
Transcript
use
and found more relief from their
than from any other kidney medicine,
Well, Rather.
and I've tried almost all kinds. I can
Uncle Jackson (showing city boy
cheerfully recommend them to all the
farm) With all your city eddica-tiosufferers for kidney and bladder trousonny, I'll warrant you don't
ble." For sale by all druggist
know which side you milk the cow
from?
VIOLENT EARTHQUAKE
The Boy Sure I do! It's the under
IN
GREECE.
OCCURS
side. Puck.
n,

(By Special Leased Wire t New Mexican)
Zante, Greece, Jan. 25. A most vio-
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WAN i S
A girl for general houseWanted
work. Address X, New Mexican.

WAXTF.I
t;irl for general house,
and cooking. Apply Mrs. Forn-utlit; Manila 'Mil avenue.
)

work
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Advertising
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lent earthquake caused a great
amount of damage in the Ionian islands today. Shocks were felt here
as well as on the islands of Leukas
prevents bronchitis and Cephalonia, where much propert-t- y
was destroyed. Na fatalities have
For sale by all drugyet been reported.

,mLi.uMid

D rawoacKS or
Matrimony

C. McDonald contr'1'

Book, the official publication of the
Passenger Department of the Denver
& Rio Grande. The article appears in
the January number, which is of especial consequence as it contains the
annual review and is distributed in
thousands of copies all over the East.
Other New Mexico articles are: Aztec by C. S. Bailey; Cedar Hill and
vicinity uy Dr. W. W. McEwen;
L. BradValley by
ford Prince; Fermington and vicinity by Willard Belknap, secretary of
the Farmington Chamber of Commerce: Santa Fe by W. J. Towne,
and Taos Valley by John G. Tinker,
editor of El Bien Pueblo. Governor
McDonald writes as folio xs:
The new state of New Mexico is
standing upon the threshold of a
great industrial future. The resources
of the state, their vast extent and var
ied nature are little known to the
people of the nation. Development of
these resources has been delayed and
seriously hampered by conditions resulting from the territorial form of
government and the reluctance of
capital and population to invest heavily under the uncertain conditions ex
isting as a territory.
During the many years we have
been waiting for statehood we have
enjoyed slow but steady progress, and
we have had full opportunity to learn
the extent and character of our resources. During this period frontier
conditions have been eliminated. Mod-- j
ern social and industrial conditions
have been firmly established. An excellent school system has been built.
We have measured the flow of our
streams, prospected our mineral areas
and begun the manufacture of our
The period of proforest resources.
it has been long and trybation, while
en
helpful.
ing, has-beNew Mexico conies into the Union
with full confidence in its future, with
accurate knowledge of its resources
and what is required for their development. We know that we have opportunity here in bountiful measure,
not only for the man with large capital, but for the man with small capital and the man with no capital at all,
aside from his brains and his ability
tc work.
The opportunities here are tremendous, and they take so many forms as
to afford opportunity for profitable activity, along almost every line of in-

LAND CROPS d

BROKEN

Common Practice of Sowing Flax Relieves Struggling Farmer, but Is
Not Always Best.

was last seen here, and the unusual
The Missouri Girl.
In the last dozen years, The Mis demand for seats so far in advance
souri Girl has been seen in this city augers well for capacity business. The
prices are in accordance with th"
several times, and the visit again this times
and so reasonable that every-

utes the following article to the Red

and croup and
and pneumonia.
gists.

Players
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Conditions within the Republican
Grumblers Preferred.
Boarder I s'pose you like ranks are entirely normal and constiboarders who will eat anything that's tutes no impediment of the party.
Much the same condition exists in the
set before them and not grumble?
Mrs. Slimdiet Bless you, no. I'd a Democratic party with the difference
lack of harmony there is gansight rather they'd grumble and not that the with
age until it is unthinkagrened
eat.
Reassuring,
ble that the Democrats may become
Town Visitor That's the village
united yet for a generation. The
doctor, isn't it?
Outclassed.
chronic condition, however, attracts
Townsman Yep.
"Does your automobile go faster less attention than the acute, thereTown Visitor Is he a good doctor?
than your neighbor's?"
fore the permanent discord in the
Townsman Oh, he's all right II
"No," replied Mr. Chugging. "But Democratic ranks Is not featured aa
vou've got a strong constitution
my danger signal makes a much more is the passing phenomenon of lnhar
Fuck.
disagreeable noise than his."
mony among the Republicans.
New

SUCCESSFUL GR0CEBY

A

e
I.E- linger
Sewing
with latest attachments. New.
bargain.
Many St.
1

STORE ADVERTISING

For Rent.
Kl.KCAXTLY furnishd front room
for man and wife, light housekeeping
By WM. C. FREEMAN.
,
or for single gent.
privileges,
out
would
pick
Nobody
Lynn. Mass
all conveniences.
San Francisco
a city with a population less tliar
St.. over Andrews grocery store.
lOO.tuKl as having the largest grocer
and provision store under one owner
ROOMS FOIv KENT One, three,
ship in t lie I'nited States, but it is a or five
nice, now. comfortable rooms
fact nevertheless.
The owner of this great establish for rent at 2:7 Washington avenue.
ment admits frankly that one of tlx Large, handsome dining room, excepreasons why his grocery and pro tionally r;ice and well suited for
vision store is so largf- and suecessl'u' boarders.
Is because of the newspaper advertis
UKWARD off red for information
:ug that he was persuaded to do bj
valise stothe owner of the Lynn Item.
leading to tin- return of
The owner of the store always be len on Tuesday evening from Miss
lieved in advertising, but at the star' Amy I'adilla, bet ween 7 and S o'clock,
he used rather indifferent copy. The from the residence of Mrs. Alice liow-le- i
-- Valise contained about $S0 worth
space was large enough, for he usee
six inches single column, but it wat of clothing.
the ordinary kiud of advertising, that
TYPEWRITERS.
did not say very much except quote
prices, and did not interest the read Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
ers.
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup'
The publisher counseled the ownet plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
to use enough space to tell the people anl rented. Standard makes handled.
of Lynn and vicinity all about the All repair work and typewrites guarstore and its facilities for serving anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exthem well. This was done.
Phone 2S.
change.
One advertisement, for instance
would refer to their cracker department, which by itself js as large as
many entire grocery stores. In this
department every known cracker oi
MASONI".
merit can be found. They could tell,
Montezuma
Lodge
and did tell, a very interesting story
No. 1, . F. & A. M.
about this department, and that is tht
Regular communl-way they did with all the other de
cation first Mondty
partments of the store.
of each month at
After a while the owner got into the
Masonic - Hall
a
spirit of advertising realized what a
7.30.
great thing it was to him in his busi
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
ness; so when It came around to ar
CHAS. E. LiN'NEV. Secretary.
anniversary date he used a full page
an unusual thing for a country store
to do.
Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
The success of that advertisement
1, R. A. M.
Regular
was instantaneous. The crowd that
convocation second
responded was so great that the side
Monday of each monta
walks were blockaded and extra poat Masonic Hall al
lice were called to take care of the
7:30 p. m.
people. They have been users ol
JOHN H. WALKER,
newspaper space ever since.
H. P.
Grocery advertising, like every oth ARTHUR SEUGMAN, Secretary.
er kind, creates more Interest if a
story is told and not too much stress
Santa Fe Commandery
fflnjiFft,
laid upon a mere price list of articles.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
The owner of this particular store
conclave fourth Monmakes his advertising of general in
day in each month at
terest, and all of the people or Lynn
Masonic Hall at 7:SC
and vicinity respond to it generously
p. ra.
with the result that the business is
CHAS. A. WHEBLON. B. C
very successful.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Mod-cm-

-

Fraternal Societies

NEW

IDEA

IN

ADVERTISING

Santa Fe Tage ol
Perfection No. 1, 14ta

degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry meets oa
the third Monday of each month
Word concerning a new idea in ad- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plasa.
vertising has just come from Par's
The scheme is to teach parrots to as Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor
sist in the extension of commerce by dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
sitting upon perches and croaking:
Venerable Master.
or "Say
"Try Crushem's Corsets,"
Wattles," or "Eureka Razor," as the HENRY F. STEPHENS, 38
case may be. The training of the par
Secretary.
rots, according to the promoters ol
B. P. O. E.
the new scheme, is to be a simple
matter. A phonograph is to be placed
Santa Fe Lodge No.
In a room fitted up for the purpose
40, B. P. O. E. holds
and the instrument will grind out
its regular session oa
hour after hour, the cry that the par
the second and fourth
rots are to repeat. The birds meanof each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothr
while will be established on convenera are inviteo and
ient perches where they may hear the
two or three words that are to be
welcome.
used in pushing the commodity of the
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.
advertiser, and the solemn business J. 0. SENA,
will proceed until the parrots take up
Secretary.
the cry of the phonograph.
It has been established that a parrot,
F. W. FARMER
once it has learned to say a certain
Homester.d No.
thing, will repeat that thing a thousand
2879.
times a day for a hundred years, bar
Brotherhood
of
ring accidents or plots, and the facts is
American Yeomen
emphasized by the projectors of the
SeconA
Meets
new method of advertising.
They exand Fourth Thura
to
on
have
their parrots
pect shortly
days, Fireman'!
duty in all the big shops and in every
Hall. H. Foreman,
public place, so that the wares they
A. E. P. Robinson,
are employed to praise may be continCor. Sec. Fred F.
uously called to the attention of the
Alaria.
people.
There is a
belief that
Santa Fe Came
It pays to advertise, but it does not
13514, M. W. A,
pay to annoy the public. We reserve
ineets second Tuesthe right to be skeptical, says the Chiday each month, m
,
and venturo to
cago
cial meeting tUrd
some
the
of
that
friend
express
hope
Tuesday at Elk
humanity will at once get busy upon
Hall. Vlsting irelgb
the problem of discovering a way In
which parrots may be put to death bors welcome.
A. G. WHITTTER, Consul
quickly, surreptitiously and with as
little annoyance to the birds as pos- CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
sible.
I HE
DANGER OF LA GRIPPE.
Is its fatal tendency to pneumonia.
The Big Favorite.
la grippe coughs take
"No advertiser has a right to force To cure your
hiB advertising matter upon persons Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
R. E. Fisher, Washington, Kas., says:
who do not wish to see it, such as in
billboard advertising," declared Na- "I was troubled with a severe attack
thaniel B. Fowler, Jr., in an address of la grippe that threatened pneumobefore the Get Together club of the nia. A friend advised Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound and I got relief
Jordan Marsh company of Boston.
"Advertising should, in my opinion, after taking the first few doses. I took
be done entirely through the great three bottles and my la grippe was
national medium of the newspapers cured." Get the genuine, in the yelFor sale by all drugand periodicals, which are seen only low package.
by those who buy and wish to read gists.
them. From my 25 years of experience in the advertising business I can
cet Him Know It IT you are out ot
positively say that 95 per cent, of the a position, you must let the employer
best advertisers in this country use know it. A want advertisement in the
New Mexican will reach every busionly this medium."
ness and professional man in the city
Must Do Duty to the Country.
Of course, everyone recognizes the and county and a great many in tha
leaders to territory. If you have any special talright of the Democratic
make political capital by opposing the ent, do not hide It under a bushel.
president, but there is a strong dispoAre You a Seller? Aft stlverUse- sition on the part of the public to debusiness af- ment In the classified columns of tha
mand that the every-dafairs of men shall not be used as a New Mexican will put your real estate
football In congress. This sentiment on 'he market effectively. It will put
is likely to become very potent, In- the facts ot your property before the
deed, if popular measures are delayed eyes of all possible buyei.
or defeated simply because they are
proposed by a Republican president.
Try a New Mexican want ad. It
Washington Post.
brings results.
Bright (?) Scheme of Parisians to
Teach Parrots to Call Out Wares
In Public Places.

Record-Herald-
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and then read what he has to say
i

The Home of Quality Groceries
THE GOODS WE BUY DO NOT STAY LONG
Good Things, You Know, Are

...

!

Pushed Along!

The Reason They Take Such a Hike,

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

!

13 Cans 10c Milk
9 Cans 2 2 Standard Tomatoes,

8 lbs. Good Native Onions,
14 lbs. Sugar

$1.00
1.00

1--

.

F. ANDREWS.

Phone No. 4
n

.

$

!

.25
1.00

Phone No.

What is the difference between the
President's traveling expenses and

a

Albu-qrerqu- e

Is, Because They're the Kind the People Like!

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

i

to-

day.
Found Petrified Shoe Maximo Sil-vof Johnson street, found in the mineral spring at San Marcos, pueblo
ruins, fifteen miles south ofTSanta Fe,
a petrified shoe, every nail, every
seam, every fold in the leather, Shoeing to perfection. The spring is highwith minerals.
ly impregnated
Every Person you meet will be
wearing a carnation next Monday, sc
should you. Call up Phone Black 12.
The Clarendon Gardens.
Two Brilliant Weddings At
yesterday, Miss Irene Hopkins, daughter of Postmaster R. W.
Hopkins, was married to AlBert Mercer of Pasadena, California, at the
Congregational church. Miss Viola
Blueher, daughter of Herman Blueher
was married to Kenneth Baldridge,
son of J. C. Baldridge.
McKinley Day Monday. January
29th is the day when everyone wears
a carnation in honor of President Mcflower.
Kinley, it was his favorite
Send in your orders early to the Clarendon Garden. Phone Black 12.
Manicure
Scissors, files, orange
wood sticks and nail powders. Every
one perfect at Zook's.
This mornWedding at Cathedral
ing at 7 o'clock, Miss Margarita
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Montoya, anu Guillermo Rivera,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Camilo Quintana,
both well known young people of
Santa Fe, were married. Miss Jose-- ;
phita Rodriguez was bridesmaid and
Miguel Gorman best man. A wedding
breakfast was served after the ceremony at the home of the bride's

THE OAILY

a menu card?

ROUND

a

UP.

LUMBER PRICES FLUCTUATE
government by the law of supply and
SAME AS FARM PRODUCTS. demand.
He said the remarkable industrial
in 1904 and 1905 had caused
activity
in
Production a marked increase in the
Unprecedented
Slump
prices of all
in 1905 Was Caused By Heavy
commodities and that yellow pine had
Rains.
not been affected more than other
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

'

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 25. Chas.
S. Keith, testifying today
in the
state's ouster suit against 26 .lumber
companies, charged with violation of
the anti-trulaws, said that while
the production in 1905 was sixty million feet less than in 1004, the slump
in the supply was due entirely to the
unprecedented rainfall in the pine
forests in 1904.
Mr. Keith said the price lists issued by the association showed that
the price of yellow pine had fallen
sixteen times between 1S94 and 190S.
and had increased in price about 26 (
times in the same period. He said
the government reports showed that
the values of all farm products had
fluctuated about the same as had the
price of pine, showing that all were

SPITZ,
the eweiet

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 25 Fore- cast Colorado: Tonight end X
Friday generally fair, cooler N
in central portions.
New Mexico Tonight
and
Friday fair. Not nrich. change X
in temperature.

Salt Bricks for your horse
at Gcebels.

S. LOWITZK!

.

Two Good
Two J "
One
One

Second-han-

"

Second-han-

d

"

"
"

One H"

Saddles and Bridles

d

Ranges with Reservoirs
.. Golden Oak
Buffet,
Combination bookcase

At Bargains
FE,

PHONE 56 BLACK, SANTA

CARNATIONS
THE
CLARENDON GARDEN,

Located one Block East from

Phone Black 12.

the

Old San Miguel Church.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
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Marble Top Cen. Table
One Typewriter Desk,
One Roll Top Desk

AH Go
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and cow

UNITED MINE WORKERS
ADOPT THE RECALL.
Phone Black 12 on Monday for
your carnations.
(By Special Teased Wire to New Mexican 1
WANTED Clean
cotton
rags-f- our
Jan. 25. Recall of
One is the fare of Bill, the other a
cents per pound. New Mexican theIndianapolis,of
officials
the United Mine Workoffice.
bill of fare!
ers of America is provided in a conFor Aching Back, use Zook's Red stitutional amendment
adopted today
Cross Plaster.
Makes pain fly.
Ten per
by the miners' convention.
s
The
Hardware' Company cent of ue
may initiate
membership
nail their policy to the mast in their a recall and on
of 30 per cent
advertisement today. See page two. an election shallpetition
And Look Over Our Bill of Fare
be held.
Oyster Supper Well Attended The
the constitution
By amendment
Before Arranging Yours I
oyster supper given in St. John's was changed to provide that convenMethodist Episcopal church last eve tions be held every two years instead
YOU'LL LIKE OUR MEATS ning, was well attended.
of annually.
Camphor Ice just the thing for
Wage Conference Postponed.
chapped lips. Handy and easy to apMosl tender our chops,
Ind., Jan. 25. The
Indianapolis,
ply at Zook's.
joint wage conference was postponed
our steaks are rare.
Store
Robbed The this afternoon until tomorrow.
Albuquerque
siore of the A. Bachechi Company at
of
Excellent our hams, salt
$100
Albuquerque, was robbed
FOR SALE.
worth of merchandise last night.
meats the same.
The First National Bank of Santa
The Clarendon Garden will have a
now
large supply of carnations for McKin-le- Fe offers for sale the building
cuts prepared with
occupied by it as a banking house
day. Order them now.
possession given as soon as the ha:
Played Joke on Saloonkeeper
greatest care-- To
Ramon Lujan is under $200 bond at moves into its new ouilding.
Price, $15,000 $5,000 down, and
Albuquerque because he built a fire
serve and to please
under a chair .in which Saloonkeeper balance in five annual payments of
$2,000 each, secured by a mortgage
Pasqual Cuttinoli was sleeping.
you, our aim
Everybody should wear a carnation on the premises sold. Notes to be
in honor of President McKinley next given with interest at six per cent
per annum, payable
Monday.
t
Did You read yesterday's advertise- This offer will stand open" ten days
ment of Nathan Salmon? If you did from date. Santa Fe, N. M., January
not, then refer to yesterday's paper 24, 191J.
Phone 92.

COME

But Black and Tans Will Contest Selection of Suthon as Candidate
for Governor.
(Bv Soeclnl Leasea TVrre to New Mexican)
New Orleans, La., Jan. 25. The
"Lily Whites" are still in control of Republican party affairs in
this state, according to the result o
the Republican primary for governor,
held yesterday. The returns show H.
t
.p. O...Y.
uy ooa votes against
ijuuiuu tiecieuJ l...
C J. Bell's 4S2 votes.
This faction
aiso got four out of six members on
the state central committee at large.
It is understood that the "Black and
Tans" will contest the election.

McKinley Day, Monday, Jan. 29th

Mon-toy-

V
V

LILY WHITES CONTROL
LOUISIANA REPUBLICANS.

Plaza Market Co.

N. M.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.
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This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner
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MATHAM SALMON

1

